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Abstract
In the last decade we have seen how small and light weight aerial platforms -
aka, Mini Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (MUAV) - shipped with heterogeneous
sensors have become a ’most wanted’ Remote Sensing (RS) tool. Most
of the off-the-shelf aerial systems found in the market provide way-point
navigation. However, they do not rely on a tool that compute the aerial
trajectories considering all the aspects that allow optimizing the aerial
missions.
One of the most demanded RS applications of MUAV is image surveying.
The images acquired are typically used to build a high-resolution image,
i.e., a mosaic of the workspace surface. Although, it may be applied to any
other application where a sensor-based map must be computed.
This thesis provides a study of this application and a set of solutions and
methods to address this kind of aerial mission by using a fleet of MUAVs.
In particular, a set of algorithms are proposed for map-based sampling, and
aerial coverage path planning (ACPP).
Regarding to map-based sampling, the approaches proposed consider workspaces
with different shapes and surface characteristics. The workspace is sampled
considering the sensor characteristics and a set of mission requirements. The
algorithm applies different computational geometry approaches, providing
a unique way to deal with workspaces with different shape and surface
characteristics in order to be surveyed by one or more MUAVs. This feature
introduces a previous optimization step before path planning.
After that, the ACPP problem is theorized and a set of ACPP algorithms
to compute the MUAVs trajectories are proposed. The problem addressed
herein is the problem to coverage a wide area by using MUAVs with limited
autonomy. Therefore, the mission must be accomplished in the shortest
amount of time. The aerial survey is usually subject to a set of workspace
restrictions, such as the take-off and landing positions as well as a safety
distance between elements of the fleet. Moreover, it has to avoid forbidden
zones to fly. Three different algorithms have been studied to address this
problem. The approaches studied are based on graph searching, heuristic
and meta-heuristic approaches, e.g., mimic, evolutionary.
Finally, an extended survey of field experiments applying the previous
methods, as well as the materials and methods adopted in outdoor missions
is presented. The reported outcomes demonstrate that the findings attained
from this thesis improve ACPP mission for mapping purpose in an efficient
and safe manner.
Resumen
En la u´ltima de´cada hemos visto como pequen˜as y ligeras plataformas
ae´reas - en adelante, Mini Veh´ıculos Ae´reos No Tripulados (MVANT) -
dotados con sensores heteroge´neos se han convertido en una herramienta
de tele-deteccio´n bastante accesible. La mayor´ıa de los sistemas ae´reos que
se encuentran en el mercado proporcionan la navegacio´n por puntos. Sin
embargo, no disponen de herramientas para la planificacio´n de determinadas
misiones ae´reas.
En concreto, para calcular trayectorias de cubrimiento, teniendo en cuenta
todos los aspectos que permitan optimizar este tipo de misiones ae´reas.
Una de las aplicaciones ma´s demandadas con MVANT son las tareas de
teledeteccio´n para obtener ima´genes geo-referenciadas. Las ima´genes adquiridas
se utilizan normalmente para construir una imagen de alta resolucio´n, es
decir, un mosaico de una superficie, si bien esta aplicacio´n se puede extender
a cualquier otra tarea donde sea necesario obtener dados sensoriales para
construir un mapa.
Esta tesis propone un conjunto de soluciones y me´todos para tratar este tipo
de misio´n ae´rea mediante el uso de una flota de MVANT. En particular, se
propone un conjunto de algoritmos para el muestreo de espacios de trabajo y
planificacio´n de trayectorias para cobertura de a´reas con enfoque a misiones
a´reas para adquisicio´n de para´metros bio-f´ısicos de un determinado espacio
de trabajo.
Los algoritmos desarrollados para el muestreo del espacio de trabajo soportan
superficies con diferentes formas y caracter´ısticas. El muestreo se realiza
teniendo en cuenta las caracter´ısticas del sensor y de un conjunto de requisitos
de la misio´n, as´ı como el numero de MVANT considerados para la misio´n.
Los algoritmos propuestos son una combinacio´n de te´cnicas de geometr´ıa
computacional e introducen una etapa de optimizacio´n previa a la planificacio´n
de las trayectorias.
A continuacio´n, se analiza el problema de planificacio´n de trayectorias
para cobertura de a´reas desde un punto de vista teo´rico y se proponen
un conjunto de algoritmos para calcular trayectorias para MVANT. En
concreto, se aborda el problema de sobrevolar completamente, o sea, cubrir
una amplia zona exterior utilizando MVANT con autonomı´a limitada. Por
lo tanto, la misio´n debe llevarse a cabo en el menor tiempo posible y
considerando una serie de restricciones. As´ı, el reconocimiento ae´reo esta´
generalmente sujeto a un conjunto de restricciones de espacio de trabajo,
tales como las posiciones de despegue y aterrizaje, as´ı como una distancia
de seguridad entre los elementos de la flota. Por otra parte, hay que
evitar las zonas prohibidas para volar. Tres algoritmos diferentes han
sido desarrollados para abordar este problema. Los me´todos estudiados
se basan en te´cnicas de bu´squeda en grafos, heur´ısticas y meta-heur´ısticas
como algoritmos mı´micos y evolutivos.
Por u´ltimo se presentan los resultados de un conjunto de pruebas reales
con MVANT en escenarios exteriores, aplicando los algoritmos anteriores,
as´ı como los materiales y los me´todos propuestos para misiones a´reas. Los
resultados presentados demuestran que los me´todos propuestos en esta tesis
mejoran las misiones para cobertura de a´reas con MVANT para fines de
mapeo de una manera eficiente y segura.
Aos meus avoˆs,
Joaquim e Antonio.
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1Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
High availability aerial vehicles equipped with inexpensive and lightweight sensors have
become suitable remote sensing (RS) tools, overcoming the deficiencies of other RS
options, such as satellites or airplanes. Nowadays, they are able to provide an affordable,
adaptable and fast data acquisition tool for agricultural purposes.
Currently, aerial vehicles (mainly planes) are employed in agriculture for crop
observation and map generation through imaging surveys. The maps are usually
built by stitching a set of geo-referenced images (i.e. orthophotos) through mosaicing
procedures. These maps detail out the information about biophysical parameters of
the crop field.
The agricultural experiments reported with aerial vehicles mainly use waypoint-based
navigation feature, where the aerial vehicles navigate autonomously through a trajectory
pre-defined by a set of points in the environment.
In order to carry out such mission in a efficient way it has to scan the full area by
following a continuous and smooth trajectory and, at the same time, avoiding areas or
parcels that are not objects of interest. The mission time has to be carefully optimized
because Mini Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (MUAV) have limited working cycles compared
with other robots. Furthermore, they are not able to take off and landing in random
places, i.e.,initial and final positions are usually pre-defined. Finally, other aspect
to have in consideration is the safety distance between the MUAV when performing
multiple flights simultaneously.
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Considering these studies, it can be concluded that two strongly coupled aspects
have to be defined in order to accomplish the full mission: the type of UAV platform
and the mission-planning solver.
Most of the works reported in the agricultural research press are concerned about
the feasibility of the platform for acquiring images or the techniques used to perform
the further image processing. Very few works are focused on the ability to optimize
the image survey trajectory, performed by the aerial vehicles, which is a step forward
in order to optimize the overall mission.
1.2 Aims and Scope
The aim of this thesis is to overcame the aspects previously discussed and improve RS
missions with MUAV.
Most UAVs employed in agricultural tasks are off-the-shelf platforms with an autopilot
that is able to perform a flight following a way-point list. The approaches presented
in this thesis aim to help operators to optimally define a coverage mission under some
usual restrictions. A mission planner capable of computing a coverage path given a
target area and the a priori information therein. Since the output of the planner is
retrieved as a set of geographic coordinates, the operator can use it by using any type
of aerial robot with way-point navigation feature. Therefore, the feasible usage of the
platform is maintained, regardless of the focus and knowledge of its users.
The complete coverage trajectories must be generated ensuring a near optimal
agreement, that is achieved by through an optimization problem cost to minimize, e.g.,
the path length or minimum number of turns, and some constraints, e.g., pre-defined
starting and goal positions. In this way, the coverage time is minimized, and therefore
the overall mission.
Thus, is expected that this thesis will address the following issues:
1. To formally define the problem of covering an area with one or more MUAVs
under some usual restrictions.
2. To propose a solution to the problem characterized.
3. To propose a framework with tools that enable in situ practices with MUAVs
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4. To provide experiments that prove the reliability of the achievements
Finally and not least, this thesis has been strongly motivated by real applications
developed under the framework of project Robot Fleets for Highly Effective Agriculture
and Forestry Management (RHEA). RHEA has been sponsored by the European Commission
Seventh Framework Programme (NMP-CP-IP 245986-2 RHEA). The goal of this project
is to develop a fleet of heterogeneous robots - both terrestrial and aerial - to carry out
perception and actuation tasks. The aerial units are a group of aerial robots based on
small commercial quad-rotors equipped with vision systems. They play a major role in
this project because they provide with aerial images for weed patch detection. In this
way, an aerial mission will be performed for two quad-rotors that survey the target field
and, after that, a mosaic is built. The high resolution image generated from the surveys
will be processed by using computer vision techniques in order to identify and locate
the weed blobs encountered over the field. Those positions are then sent to the ground
mobile units, which will take adequate measures to remove the weed blobs found.
1.3 Thesis Layout
This section explains how this thesis is organized. This manuscript is organized in six
chapters.
After overviewing the motivation, goals and main contributions, the thesis layout
closes the present Chapter. Chapter 2 is devoted to review the basic concepts related
to each of the fields previously mentioned. In order to allow a wide range of readers to
understand the different areas that this thesis comprises.
The main contributions of this thesis are included from Chapter 3 to Chapter 5.
Thus, the detail description of the map-based sampling algorithm is given in Chapter
3. In Chapter 4 an introduction to Aerial Coverage Path Planning is given. Mainly, the
problem addressed and the solutions purposed. Chapter 5 describes in detail the main
technological issues that made up the overall system and summarizes the experiments
performed during test campaigns on real crop fields.
Each of those chapters has been sub-organized by sections in order to give a
deep understating of the approaches proposed and in which base they were designed.
The sub-organization that can be found in these chapters is the following: A brief
Introduction; some more Basic concepts but going a little bit more in detail
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according to each algorithm and techniques used; Definitions used along that section.
The Description of the algorithm(s). The following are the Conclusions and finally
the Further reading. The last section summarizes the papers and journals where
further information about the contents from the section can be found.
Finally, Chapter 6 highlights the conclusions obtained from the achievements.
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2.1 Mini Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
The term Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) is referred in (1), to a pilotless aircraft, to
the total absence of a human who directs and actively pilots the aircraft, or as referred
by (2) are self propelled air vehicles that are either remotely controlled by a human
operator or are capable of conducting autonomous operations.
The term aircraft is more general, and refers to a sort of vehicles that move through
the air. There are many types of aircrafts, e.g., blimps, planes, helicopters, multi-rotors.
However, most of the UAV found rely in fixed-wings and rotorcaraft platforms.
The rapid technology dissemination and advances in the control field and MEMS
(Microelectromechanical systems), gave rise to a new chain of developments on mini
UAV also referred as MUAV.
Regarding MUAV platforms, it is imperative to consider that the use of planes not
only intensifies the difficulty in calculating optimal trajectories, but also eliminates
the possibility of taking several images from the same point. In addition to this,
taking pictures in motion reduces the possibility of operating in poor light scenarios,
requiring high speed shooting. The last drawbacks exhibited by this type of platform
are the reduction in the positioning accuracy in comparison to other systems and
the unfeasibility for taking off and landing in small spaces. By other hand, although
helicopters are a better option than planes - considering UAVs that rely on hovering
capabilities -, they are highly complex and require exhaustive maintenance and very
good training for operators in order to avoid critical damages and accidents.
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Recently, multi-rotors have emerged in the market, showing the advantages of
the helicopters but reducing drastically their mechanical complexity, and therefore
increasing their robustness. The high maneuverability of the quad-rotors allows minimizing
the number of changes in direction and number of revisited points, reducing in this
manner the time for completing of an operation defined by way-points. As previously
mentioned, path planning has also to consider suitable areas for taking off and landing
that fulfill all the requirements (safety margins, sufficient space for operation, pick
up and drop ability, accessibility). Since multi-rotors have the Vertical Take-Off and
Landing (VTOL) capability, its the most suitable platform to address the aforementioned
requirements.
2.1.1 Multi-rotor, a VTOL vehicle
A multi-rotor requires a simple assembly and maintenance. There is no complex
mechanical control linkage for rotor actuation, since the vehicle control is done through
the variation in motor speeds in the fixed rotors. Has an increased payload capacity in
relation to other type of MUAV and also a high maneuverability. Moreover, and not
less important is the safety issue, since the rotors could be embedded on a frame, the
risk of breaking one of the motors in case of collision is small. In this manner it allows
indoors and critical environments flights, avoiding damages on the vehicle or in their
operators (3).
A major drawback is the high energy consumption due to extra motors, there is a
trade-off between energy consumption, and the payload of the platform (4).
Moreover, is an under-actuated vehicle, i.e., a mechanical control system with fewer
control inputs than Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF), with n input forces (where n is the
number of rotors) and six output coordinates (i.e. six DoF), that specify its position
(x, y, z) and orientation (ψ, θ, φ). Unlike the conventional helicopters, that have a
variable pitch blade rotor, a multi-rotor has n fixed pitch angle rotors. Usually, four
rotors, although six rotors are becoming more often, and three rotors can also be found
(5). Please, refer to Figure 2.1 where 3, 4, 6 and 8 rotors platforms are shown.
The platform is maneuvered by varying its rotor angular velocities, the collective
input (i.e. Throttle input) is the sum of the thrusts of each motor, the Pitch variations
are obtained by increasing the speed of the rear motor while reducing the speed of
the front motor (anticlockwise direction) or by increasing the speed of the front motor
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(a) 3D printed tricopter,
c©Adria´n Nagy Hinst
(b) md4–1000,
c©Microdrones
(c) AR200,
c©Joa˜o Valente
(d) ASCTEC Falcon,
c©Bauhaus-Universita¨t Weimar
Figure 2.1: Multi-rotor platforms.
while reducing the speed of the rear motor (clockwise direction), the Roll variations
are obtained similarly using the lateral motors. The maneuvers are done while the
collective input even off the loss of lift which became a translational movement due to
the variation of the corresponding angle.
The Yaw displacement is obtained by increasing the speed of the front and rear
motors while decreasing the speed of the lateral motors (clockwise direction) or by
increasing the speed of the lateral motors while decreasing the speed of the front and
rear motors (anticlockwise direction), the Yaw maneuvers are done while keeping the
collective input constant (6).
2.1.2 Autopilots and off-the-shell tools
Most of the MUAV available on the market provide an autopilot and additionally
off-the-shelf tools. Usually, autopilots provide control features like direct control and
way-point navigation. Direct control is a more complex option, because a control
scheme must be designed in order to use it. With direct control, absolute angles or
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control velocities commands can be sent directly to the MUAV in a closed-loop. This
is a middle-level control layer and allow users to develop many real time approaches,
e.g., following targets, obstacle avoidance. A complete MUAV autopilot survey is given
in (7).
On the other hand, way-point navigation is a less complex feature in an user
usability perspective, since there is no need to develop a control scheme to manage it.
With way-point navigation the user sends a list of way-points to the platform that are
usually mapped as a three dimensional coordinate plus a heading angle. Additionally,
the time in each way-point is a payload action, e.g., a command for a digital signal,
can also be defined. This option can be useful to shot a camera shipped in a MUAV.
Finally, when a commercial MUAV is acquired, sometimes it relies on already built
user-friendly interfaces and toolboxes with sample code to get start.
2.2 Coverage Path Planning
Coverage path planing (CPP) is a sub-field of motion planning, which deals with the
area coverage issue. CPP addresses the problem to determine the complete coverage
path for a robot in the free workspace. Since the robot must pass over all points in
the workspace, the CPP problem is related to the covering salesman problem (CSP),
a variant of the traveling salesman problem (TSP) where instead of visiting each city,
an agent must visit a neighborhood of each city. As known, the traveling salesman
problem is NP (nondeterministic polynomial time) hard (8).
The CPP algorithms can be applied to a wide range of service robots such as,
agricultural & harvesting (e.g. spraying, crop management), cleaning & housekeeping
(e.g. vacuum cleaners, snow removal), humanitarian de-mining and Lawn Mowing.
The problem to find a robot path that covers entirely a workspace in an optimal
way has been extensively studied by several authors. Approximate cell decomposition
(9, 10, 11) and exact cell decomposition (12, 13) approaches can be found in literature,
following the taxonomy proposed by (8).
A main requirement in coverage path planning is to reduce the time-to-completion
of the overall task and, at the same time, ensuring the complete coverage of the target
area. An effective way to achieve this is by using Multi-Robot Systems (MRS). A
decentralized market-like structure and negotiation approach is proposed by (14). A
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virtual door algorithm for cleaning robots have been presented in (15). Bio-inspired
approaches have been also reported, based on: Ants pheromones (16), neural networks
(17), and genetic algorithm (18). A sensor network coverage scheme is addressed in
(19). The authors in (20) presented an off-line grid-based approach which has been
tested in real platforms.
Finally, some of the approaches employed for single-robot CPP have also been
extended to MRS, such as the boustrophedon decomposition (21) and the employment
of spanning trees (22).
2.3 Aerial Remote Sensing
Probably, the usage of aerial vehicles for aerial remote sensing started when data
collection with satellites or even ground-based tools, e.g., wired sensors, ground vehicles,
were found unsuitable according to the ongoing requirements. Satellites services are
costly and the spatial resolution achieved is not good enough for determinate tasks
in PA management (23). Moreover, non-invasive tools are a plus within PA practices
owing to the fact that less damage is done to the crops.
Aerial photography (i.e. using manned airplanes) on the other hand, can be an
advantage in comparison with the later approaches, since it is more accessible and
images can be acquired with better resolution. However, the pilot and the airplane
must be reserved ahead of time. It does not result as expensive as satellite pictures but
still has a hight cost. Moreover, it is restricted to weather requirements.
The use of MUAV in different RS scenarios has grown fast in the last years and
their efficacy can be stated in many applications and areas (24). However, this section
does not attempt to review all the applications since the task of interest is mapping
and basically is achieved in the same way independently of the application. Rather
from that, a brief overview of Precision Agriculture (PA) applications with MUAVs is
given.
In PA practices two categories of vehicle can be found, fixed-wings and rotary-wings.
The first category regards to vehicles like planes (25, 26, 27) and the second vehicles
like helicopters or quad-rotors (28, 29).
Moreover, many of the MUAV employed can also be classified by their payload
capacity, this is heavy-duty or light-duty. Heavy-duty (30), are those with payloads
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above the kilogram, and the light-duty, those with payloads equal or less than one
kilogram. Although very few light-duty works have been found in literature. All
the works previously enhanced above except one have acquired images in pre-defined
computed points denoted as way-points. This is the common navigation method in
mosaicing missions.
An outlook from the works reviewed enhancing the aerial platform is given Table
2.1. Finally, an extended survey about the usage of aerial vehicles in agriculture can
be found in (31).
Table 2.1: Recapitulation of some significant works.
Platform Category Characteristics Sensors Target application
NASA’s
Pathfinder Plus (26)
Fixed-wing Endurance(15h)
Payload(67500g)
RGB and
Multi-spectral
camera
Coffee Plantation
RCATS/APV-3 (25) Fixed-wing Endurance(8h)
Payload(5000g)
RGB and
Monochromatic
camera
Vineyard
Vector-P aircraft (27) Fixed-wing Endurance(4h)
Payload(1360g)
Multi-spectral
camera
Wheat field
YH300 helicopter (30) Rotary-wing Endurance(-)
Payload(30000g)
Multi-spectral
camera and
Laser scanner
Sugar beet
and Corn fields
Quanta-H
helicopter(28)
Rotary-wing Endurance(0.3h)
Payload(7000g)
Multi-spectral and
Thermal
cameras
Olive, Corn
and Cotton fields
Microdrones md4-1000
quad-rotor (29)
Rotary-wing Endurance(0.7h)
Payload(1250g)
Multi-spectral
camera
Corn field
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3.1 Introduction
In this chapter some algorithms to deal with the workspace sampling are discussed.
The flight program typically is made of a series of way-points (i.e. points where
pictures have to be taken). A correct definition of these way-points should assure
a specific spatial resolution as well as an important overlapping between consecutive
images. This overlapping is required in order to guarantee an optimal mosaicing despite
small errors in position and orientation during the flight.
The desired spatial resolution (i.e. the pixels/cm required in the resulting image)
determines the flight altitude. The camera resolution (number of pixels), the sensor
size and shape as well as the optical parameters (i.e., focal length) have to be also
considered.
There are simplified camera models that farmers or drone operators can use to find
the equations required for determining the altitude and distance among way-points
to fulfill these requirements. Moreover, some drones already rely on software that
allows computing the mentioned parameters, or even programming a complete flight
considering rectangular shape fields.
Unfortunately, many fields do not rely on rectangular shapes or perfectly north-aligned
boundaries. In these cases, farmers are forced to define enormous limits in order to
obtain flight plans that cover the entire field, which turns out to be non-optimal.
Apart from the optimization in the number of images required for coverage, if a
general case is considered, (i.e., unshaped field boundaries), the decision of the angle
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used as main direction acquires special relevance. Moreover, depending on the type of
aircraft used for the flight, this angle can have influence in all the mission definition.
Thus, when a fixed wing aircraft (i.e. a plane) is used, this angle will determine the flight
direction and therefore will affect the entire flight plan so as to minimize the number
of turns. On the other hand, if a rotary wing (e.g., helicopter or multi-rotor) with
hovering capabilities is used, the influence for the flight is lower considering downwards
camera orientation.
Lastly, depending if there are one or more MUAVs, the area is decomposed in
sub-areas and each MUAV is assigned to a sub-area. Then, might be possible to define
the borders that delimit the sub-areas. The borders representation in a discrete world
play an important role in the execution of the overall coverage mission, since the robots
may collide. This representation is used as security strips, where the vehicles are not
allowed to enter.
Summing up, this chapter addresses to determine the best orientation for aerial
pictures in a coverage mission considering a further mosaicing process; how to compute a
way-point list considering the sensor geometry, missions criteria and workspace characteristics;
and finally how to deal with delimited sub-areas when more than one MUAV is assigned
to survey a field.
3.2 Definitions
For a better understanding some of the definitions used during this chapter are given:
Definition 3.2.1 (Polygon). Polygon refers to the geometric shape of a workspace
made by a closed chain (aka, polyline) of line segments.
Definition 3.2.2 (Shape). Shape refers to the geometric characteristics of a workspace.
Definition 3.2.3 (Sampling). Sampling refers the procedure that computes the MUAV
sample acquisition poses over the workspace. The map-based sampling pattern is uniform,
i.e., equidistant distances between samples. Moreover, each sample has rectangular
shape.
Definition 3.2.4 (Image sensor). Image sensor refers to any conventional digital
camera.
Definition 3.2.5 (Cell). Cell refers to rectangular area on the workspace covered by
an image frame of a camera.
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Definition 3.2.6 (Area). Area refers to robot workspace or a field.
Definition 3.2.7 (Sub-area). Sub-area refers to a smaller area within the main area
that was assigned to a robot.
Definition 3.2.8 (Border). A borders refers to a unit-point line that separate two or
more sub-areas. Can also be called security border or security strip.
3.3 Problem statement
The problem addressed in this section is to compute the minimum number of rectangular
polygons - finite and homogeneous set - that stitched together are capable of covering
a convex or concave polygon.
The problem could also be described in a less computational geometry manner:
given a robot workspace with any polygonal shape and configuration, compute the
minimum number of images required to map it, subject to a specific spatial resolution
and overlapping.
3.4 Computational geometry problems tackled
This section address the Computational Geometry (CG) problems encountered during
the addressing of the problem presented.
3.4.1 Smallest-Area enclosing rectangle
The smallest area enclosing rectangle (SAER) (aka minimum bounding box (MBB))
problem refers to find the smallest rectangle (i.e. minimum area or volume) that
encloses a polygon. Should be notice that MBB is different from the minimum bounding
rectangle (MBR), which is the rectangle addressed by the minimum and maximum
coordinates of the polygon within it coordinate system. This problem can be solved in
O(n2) running time by calculating for each edge of the polygon a rectangle with at least
one side collinear. Later this approach was improved to O(n) with a method denoted
as rotating calipers (32). This algorithm can be applied in different fields, e.g, pattern
recognition, computer vision, robotics. Figure 3.1 illustrate the problem addressed.
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Figure 3.1: Candidate SAER (green rectangles) of rectangular polygon in black and MBR
depicted in blue.
3.4.2 Point-in-Polygon
The Point-in-Polygon (PIP) problem addresses the problem of determining if a point
is found within or outside the polygon. Although there are many approaches to solve
this problem, the most two common solutions are based on the winding numbers and
ray casting algorithm (aka as even odd rule algorithm) (33). The ray casting counts
the number of times a line segment starting from the point in question intersect the
polygon boundaries edges. If the number of times is even, then the point is outside,
else if is odd the point is inside. On the other hand the winding number method counts
the number of times the polygon curve travels around a given point. Ray casting is
more commonly employed. Winding numbers perhaps have better performance applied
to complex arbitrary polygons (e.g. those that are not Jordan curves). Although, the
algorithms computation efficiency is nearly the same. Figure 3.2 illustrate the ray
casting methodology. The PIP problem can be found in computer graphics, robotics,
geospatial information sciences, etc.
3.4.3 Polygon offset
The polygon offset (aka polygon buffering) problem can be stated as the problem to
compute an inward or outward offset contour of a given polygon at a determinate
distance (see Figure 3.3). The distance between the inner and outer polygons may be
denoted as offset distance or buffering zone. The challenge in this problem is to obtain
the offset polygon by tracing lines, parallel to the original polygon edges, maintaining
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Figure 3.2: Polygynous crossed twice by the red line segment coming from green point.
a given offset distance from the original polygon. There are many efficient offsetting
algorithms in literature, with it advantages and drawbacks e.g., Image-based polygon
offsetting, using morphologic operations such as erosion or dilatation, employing Minkowski
sum or Straight Skeleton (34, 35). Polygon offsetting can be found in many scientific
approaches dealing with geometric processing such as, motion planning, CAD, GIS,
etc.
Figure 3.3: Polygon offsetting (red) from original polygon (black).
3.4.4 Bresenham’s line algorithm
The Bresenham’s line algorithm (BLA) algorithm was developed by Jack E (36).
Bresenham in 1962 at IBM. This algorithm belongs to the family of line-drawing
algorithms used in computer graphics. The procedure to approximate line segments
in discrete graphical data structures such like a rectangular grid of pixels, is denoted
by rasterisation. The goal of rasterisation is to find the best approximation to a line
15
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segment, given the inherent limitations of a raster environment and considering a set
of constraints to be optimized (e.g. pixels proximity with the ideal line, continuity and
uniformity). In Figure 3.4 is illustrated the problematic addressed by the algorithm.
Figure 3.4: What is the best raster representation of the red line segment in the grid?
3.5 Algorithms proposed
The sampling algorithm proposed is the result of the combination of computation
geometry algorithms, as well as deterministic methods. The algorithm procedure is
mapped in two sub-procedures: Firstly, an optimal angle is computed. This angle
addresses the MUAV heading in each point of the trajectory. It is mandatory that this
angle prevails constant in order to provide reliable images to build a mosaic. After
that, the workspace is sampled according to the mission in the Cartesian coordinate
system in three dimensions, respectively, X, Y , Z (see Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5: Map-based algorithm abstract procedure.
Optionally, - if there are several MUAVs - another procedure could be applied as
shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Post-procedure in subdivided workspaces.
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3.5.1 Pre-sampling: Optimal heading
The heading computation plays an important role in aerial missions with both holonomic
and non-holonomic MUAVs. A holonomic robot is one which is able to move instantaneously
in any direction in the space of its degrees of freedom, e.g., multi-rotor, helicopter, a
non-holonomic robot is the opposite, e.g., planes. For instance, in case of non-holonomic
MUAV, the heading has to be known in order to perform turn around maneuvers whilst
holonomic MUAV heading could be oriented to the geodetic north (aka, true north) or
any other fixed angle without requiring additional maneuvers.
Furthermore, when the workspace is sampled for computing coverage trajectories
with MUAV and fixed sensor frame - such as, for example a digital camera, with a fixed
link - might be important to determine the MUAV orientation over the trajectory if
we wish to obtain image data with a concrete constant orientation and optimize the
coverage samples according to it.
There are several ways to obtain the cruise orientation. A common approach is to
set the cruise orientation perpendicular or parallel to the true north, i.e., depending
on aspect ratio from the workspace MBR. Another option is to align it with one of
the MBR sides, e.g., the longest side, following an ad hoc criteria. Although a more
efficient approach might be to find out the workspace MBB orientation and set it as
the MUAV heading. By doing this, the area to survey could be optimized. Herein, the
optimal heading computation is addressed employing the combination of computation
geometry algorithms, as well as deterministic methods.
Lemma 3.5.1. The optimal heading angle is equal to the SAER orientation of a given
field.
Proof. The minimum area of effective coverage is proportional to the SAER of a
determinate field. Therefore, a minimum area coverage is obtained if the MUAV
heading angle is the same of the SAER orientation.
Lemma 3.5.2. The optimal number of samples (i.e. lower bound) to cover a field is
obtained by finding the number of samples that cover the SAER of that field.
Proof. Each sample is a photograph. A photograph is a rectangular projection of the
surface. The set of images stitched together will have the appearance of a rectangle. It
is assumed that the resulting rectangle bounds the workspace. How much effective is
that bounding rectangle is the problem of finding the SAER.
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Lemma 3.5.3. The number of points to sample the SAER is less than or equal to the
number of points to sample the MBR.
Proof. The MBR is the maximum rectangular area enclosing a polygon. Consequently,
any candidate SAER area will be less than or equal to the MBR area of that polygon.
In this study, two approaches have been analyzed in order to compute the optimal
heading. The first one is derived from 3.4.1. An alternative solution based on typical
farmers criteria (i.e. consider the longest side of the field crop boundary) has been also
considered.
In order to apply the second criterion, lets consider the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3.5.1. The SAER of a polygon can be directly obtained by finding its
longest edge and compute the rectangle colinear to that edge.
In this way, the goal is to find the longest edge of the polygon and compute the
rectangle collinear to it. Although the longest-edge approach computing time is also
linear (i.e. O(n)), it can be slightly moderated for a smaller n since the bounding
rectangle is just computed once. The rectangle boundaries are just computed after
determining the longest edge. The longest edge is computed in linear time through basic
arithmetic operations. However, the running time has not really a significant influence
in the overall system since it works oﬄine. In addition to this, one possible point in
favor of the later approach is that is a fairly easy and intuitive from an implementation
point of view.
3.5.2 Waypoint sampling
After computing the optimal heading, the waypoints coordinates are computed in such
a way that each sample corresponds to a rectangular area on the workspace that is
covered by a sensor. This rectangular area can also be denoted as cell.
Lets consider the workspace sampling relying on an image sensor (e.g., digital
camera). An image sensor obtains an image sample from a target object - the workspace
surface, e.g., a floor, a wall - in a two-dimensional space.
The environment has been modeled through an approximate cellular decomposition
following the taxonomy proposed in (8), which means that the robot workspace is
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sampled as a regular grid. This grid-based representation with optimal dispersion is
obtained by dividing the space into cubes, and placing a point in the center of each
one. This arrangement can be considered as a kind of Sukharev grid (37). Should be
highlighted that exact cell decompositions such as trapezoidal decompositions (37) are
inefficients for aerial coverage, since the goal is to acquire a homogeneous sized set of
samples from the target environment. This is not possible as shown in Figure 3.7.
(a) Approximate Cell
Decomposition
(b) Exact Cell
Decomposition
Figure 3.7: A workspace decomposed by two different methods.
Grid-based representations provide with a simple way to manage this problem,
since the centroid of each cell is assumed to be a way-point, and the cell dimension is
proportional to the image dimension obtained from the visual sensor.
The grid resolution is obtained from the mission requirements - desired spatial
resolution1 (res) in pixel/m and overlapping(O) between two contiguous pictures in %
- and the camera parameters - image sensor dimension (Id) in mm and focal length (f)
in mm, and field definition, i.e., size of the field.
In order to calculate the position of each way-point the size of the area covered by
the image sensor must be determinate, i.e., width and the height of the rectangular
area on the surface correspondent to the image frame acquired. Therefore, assuming
that d<x,y> stands for dimensions of the rectangular area on the surface in meters, and
p<x,y> stands for the image resolution from camera in pixels. Then,[
dx
dy
]
=
[
1
res 0
0 1res
]
×
[
px
py
]
(3.1)
Since the size of each rectangular area on the workspace surface is known and the
dimensions of the workspace are known, the number of cells (actually photographs)
1This spatial resolution depends on the final use of the picture, e.g., water stress, weed detection.
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required to map the whole field can be easily computed. Thus, assuming that width
and height are the workspace dimensions. The number of samples needed to sample
the workspace completely is
Numberofsamples = Dx ×Dy (3.2)
where, Dx =
width
dx
and Dy =
height
dy
.
After that, the overlapping is applied to the coordinates by adding an offset δ < 0
(δ = −(O × d<x,y>))to the computed width and height of the rectangular area d. In
this way,
[
d′x
d′y
]
=
[
1−O 0
0 1−O
]
×
[
dx
dy
]
(3.3)
Finally, all equidistant points within the workspace can be computed. The way-points
are spread over the workspace with a constant distances given by d′<x,y>.
The last parameter to be computed, is the altitude in each way-point. In order
to ensure the computed cell dimensions (photograph dimensions projected from the
ground) the aerial vehicle height above the ground can be computed through the
relationship shown in Equation 3.4.
h
f
=
d
ds
(3.4)
where d, h, ds, f stands respectively to target dimension, target distance, image
dimension, and focal length of the camera.
The geometric model employed was decomposed and shown in Figure 3.8. The
relationship between the MUAV height and the cell dimension, can be appreciated.
Moreover, the variables defined previously and involved in the calculus presented are
mapped.
Although the computed h stands for the exact distance that ensures obtaining an
image that covers an area over the surface, there still missing information about the
surface elevation at a determinate way-point. This lack of information assumes that the
surface is smooth, which its not always true. Nevertheless, a more accurate sampling
height can be provided from a Digital Elevation Map (DEM) of the workspace surface.
In this way, the surface profile might be obtained from measured elevation points (i.e.,
partial data) within the workspace surface applying spatial interpolation methods.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Way-point sampling schematic and notations: a) Simplified pinhole model ,
b) Height relative to the floor
Spatial interpolation are techniques in which continuous spatial data are obtained
from measuring the elevation of the points that define the field edge. In the last years,
a lot of expectation concerning to geographic information systems (GIS) applicability
has been created. Partly due the availability of new remote sensing (RS) tools, such
as MUAVs. These systems have a wide range of applications, such as, natural resource
management, land usage and conservation, civil security and protection, etc. The cost
of estimating the biophysical variables from large unsampled locations can be very high.
Therefore, managing spatial continuous data of environmental variables is a demand.
Spatial interpolation methods can be classified in many ways, such as, by area
or by point; deterministic or geostatistical; local or global; approximated or exact,
etc. What really matters its that the interpolation method adopted is based on the
distribution of samples points and the phenomenon being studied (38, 39). Therefore,
some assumptions should be taken in consideration, before choosing a suitable method
to apply to our procedure:
• The measured points are measured strategically by an expert with a reliable and
accurate sensor.
• The measured points provide significant information about any perceived abruptly
change over the surface.
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• The measured points could or could not be closed together.
• The predicted points are used to provide a continuous profile from a potential
slope.
• The predicted points are distributed uniformly.
Kutalmis and Sen have presented a comparative study where six different interpolation
methods were used to to predict height for different point distributions such as curvature,
grid, random and uniform on a Digital Elevation Model from the USGS National
Elevation Dataset (NED) (40). The methods compared were: Inverse Distance Weighted
(IDW), Ordinary Kriging (OK), Modified Shepard’s (MS), Multiquadric Radial Basis
Function (MRBF), Triangulation with Linear (TWL), and Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP). Accordingly with our assumptions and the authors study, the method which
fits better is the IDW.
Figure 3.9: Uneven surface explaining the spatial interpolation method applied to
map-based sampling. Points in red are introduced by the user to define the field boundary
(including altitude information).
IDW was therefore employed using a power parameter p = 2 to predict the predict
height hˆ in each way-point. This method is known as Inverse Distance Squared
Weighted Interpolation (IDSWI) (see Appendix A).
The adjusted height computed for each way-point is given by,
h′ = h±∆Hˆ , (3.5)
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where h is the theoretical height and ∆Hˆ is an adjustment to compensate the
elevation unevenness. This value is computed as follow,
∆Hˆ = z¯i − Hˆ. (3.6)
The variable Hˆ is the predicted height relative to the mean sea level (MSL) and
z¯i the mean height value from the polyline coordinates. Actually, the maximum and
minimum height values could be used as reference instead of the mean. The influence
of this adjustment over the height can be better appreciated in Table 3.1. Herein,
is shown how feasible is to consider predicted elevation points over the workspace to
adjust the flying height of the MUAV in map-based missions.
Table 3.1: Theoretical flying height versus adjusted flying height: The effect on slope
terrains.
Slope Hˆ (m) ∆Hˆ (m) h (m) h
′ (m) Areah (m2) Areah′ (m
2) Area h′
0% 0 0 48 48 1040 1040 0% 0%
15% 23.93 7.55 48 40.45 1040 733 30% 16%
19% 11.71 19.77 48 28.23 1040 357 66% 59%
Hˆ predicted elevation
∆Hˆ height adjustment
h theoretical flying height
h′ real flying height
Areah theoretical ground image area
Areah′ predicted ground image area
h ground image area error
h flying height error (a) (b)
In Table 3.1 please refer to illustrations a) and b) to understand the slope effect
on the mapping areas. In order to make it more realistic a 500 meters elevation field
is simulated on illustration a) and the same field slope is magnified in illustration b).
Two different slope percentage were also considered. This simple example show that in
the presence of slopes inaccurate flying height can easily arise. The main consequence
of this behavior is the loss of mapping resolution. For instance in this example the
resolution was set to 1cm/pixel, although if the terrain is a slope and an adjustment is
not provided, the resolution can drop approximately 20% in the first case and 70% in
the second. In flat terrain the accuracy is conserved (not considering the system height
accuracy).
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3.5.3 Post-sampling: Borders representation
The idea behind this approach is to map the grid-based environment as a pixels matrix.
As a result, the best line segment will be computed and depicted approximately in
the decomposed workspace. Algorithm 3.5.3.1 shows the procedure employed where l
stands for line segment,  is an error term and δ stands for cell size. Let’s consider P
as the end-point of a line segment l. The leftmost and rightmost end-points of l are
denoted respectively by Pl and Pr. A line segment can be written as,
l = PlPr, (3.7)
as well as,
PlPr = {−−→PlPr ∩ −−→PlPr|Pn(xn, yn)} (3.8)
3.6 Numeric simulations
In this section the reliability of the approach described in 3.5.1 is demonstrated by trial
within several hypothetical workspaces.
3.6.1 Shapes set based on real data
In order to develop and test the methodologies explained in the previous sections a set
of fields (or parcels) from the Community of Madrid (Spain) were carefully selected.
The fields data set is shown in Figure 3.10.
The fields were chosen to meet different characteristics, such as be convex, concave,
and have different geometric shapes. Therefore, several shape indexes were computed to
identify the heterogeneous magnitude of the fields set. Field shapes analysis have been
used before in agricultural studies for several purposes, e.g., classification and studying
the relationship with field operations (41). The shape indexes measured are: Convexity,
the convexity is the ratio between the shape area and it convex hull area. It explains
how convex is the shape of the field; Rectangularity, it is the rectagularity is the ratio
between the shape area and it MBR area. It gives the field shape order of rectagularity;
Triangularity, the triangularity can be obtained by several ways, however for the sake
of simplicity the same idea of rectangularity is followed as stated in (42). Therefore, the
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Algorithm 3.5.3.1 Borders representation
1: for all l ∈ L do
2: x← xl ∨ y ← yl
3: ∆x ← xr − x ∨∆y ← yr − y
4: if ∆y < 0 then
5: ∆y ← −∆y ∨ stepy ← −δh
6: else
7: stepy ← δh
8: end if
9: if ∆y < 0 then
10: ∆x ← −∆x ∨ stepx ← −δw
11: else
12: stepx ← δw
13: end if
14: if ∆x > ∆y then
15: ← 2× dy − dx
16: while x <= xr do
17: if  >= 0 then
18: y ← y + stepy ∨ ← − 2× dx
19: end if
20: x← x+ stepx ∨ ← + 2× dy
21: end while
22: else
23: ← 2× dx − dy
24: while y <= yr do
25: if  >= 0 then
26: x← x+ stepx ∨ ← − 2× dy
27: end if
28: y ← y + stepy ∨ ← + 2× dx
29: end while
30: end if
31: end for
triangularity is the ratio between the shape area and the Minimum Bounding Triangle
(MBT) area. It says how triangular is the shape of the field. Elipsity, It gives the
field shape order of elipsity. The moment invariant method was used to compute this
magnitude.
Table 3.2 shows both individual and average shape indexes used in the algorithm
deployment.
The shape data set used as trial are from 18 different workspaces with an average
area of approximately 4ha. Table 3.2 and Figure 3.11 show the shape indexes measured
for each workspace. Its clear-cut that the convexity is predominant in the data set, i.e.,
less concave fields than convex. Moreover, the round and elliptic shapes are less present
than rectangular and triangular ones.
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Figure 3.10: Fields data set.
3.6.2 Results
The bounding rectangles areas have been computed with three different methods: MBR
(TN), rotating calipers (RC), and longest-edge (LE). The orientation of each field has
been computed relative to the true north and in CCW. Table 3.3 presents the respective
values computed for each field.
The values from table 3.3 show that the effective area of coverage by the MUAV
significantly improve if an SAER is computed before mapping a field. This can be stated
by using the comparison from the first and second column. The area magnitudes of the
second column are far lower than those of the first column. Therefore, employing the
SAER algorithm to the contour of the workspace an effective coverage improvement
from 1.4%− 66% is obtained.
Figure 3.12 shows the result of the three approaches after being applied to the
contour of field 8.
3.7 Inner borders simulations
In order to test the borders representation approach (section 3.5.3) the workspace has
to be divided in a finite number of sub-areas accordingly with some criteria.
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Shape Area (m2) Convexity Rectangularity Triangularity Compactness Ellipsity
1 41.41K 1 0.32 0.52 0.25 0.09
2 11.71K 0.82 0.63 0.61 0.38 0.05
3 53.98K 1 0.70 0.65 0.47 0.35
4 27.75K 0.85 0.49 0.63 0.51 0.13
5 82.02K 1 0.51 0.81 0.37 0.39
6 43.96K 1 0.36 0.54 0.30 0.12
7 28.68K 1 0.52 0.56 0.57 0.17
8 31.38K 1 0.55 0.92 0.50 0.17
9 69.52K 0.81 0.33 0.47 0.31 0.21
10 57.59K 1 0.49 1 0.34 0.14
11 2.36K 1 0.48 0.50 0.58 0.01
12 9.52K 1 0.63 0.60 0.45 0.05
13 1.88K 1 0.40 0.50 0.37 0.006
14 1.90K 1 0.40 0.50 0.37 0.007
15 0.33K 1 0.83 0.55 0.62 0.002
16 0.41K 1 0.79 0.55 0.58 0.002
17 0.46K 1 0.75 0.53 0.55 0.003
18 0.12K 1 0.78 0.63 0.42 0.005
Table 3.2: Fields data set characteristics.
An orthophoto of the overall target area has been used as an input of the area
subdivision and robot assignment approach presented in (43). In this approach the
robots have to negotiate the sub-areas to coverage based on a set of parameters that
address their physical characteristics and sensing capacities. As result, robot parameters
where randomly generated over four simulations in order to test the previous approaches
in four different area decomposition arrangements. Figure 3.13.a-c. shows the same
target area decomposed in three sub-areas (i.e. one for each robot) in four different
ways.
The workspace have been discretized using a resolution of 10x10 cells. It should be
highlight that in a real application, this resolution should agree with a predefined image
resolution and overlap requirements. Figure 3.14 shows the discretized workspaces from
Figure 3.13. The thin blue line represents the borders that separated the sub-areas
before applying rasterization. Thus, the black line represents the cells borders after the
rasterization.
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Figure 3.11: Field data set categorized by index.
3.8 Conclusions
In this section a complete methodology for sampling workspace that will be surveyed
for remote sensing with MUAV(s) have been presented.
The first step before computing the Cartesian coordinates of the data acquisition
points is to determine an optimal stitching orientation angle, i.e., optimal heading
angle to align the pictures. This heading angle affects the flight plans, specially when
non-holonomic aircrafts are used.
The result of the study with 18 fields showed that a simple procedure as the
Longest-edge method provides good results. Only 6 in 18 cases, a more complex method
(i.e. rotating calipers) achieved slightly better results that the traditional approach of
considering the longest edge of the parcel as guide for agricultural tasks. Nevertheless,
it is worth noting that agricultural fields usually rely on quite regular shapes. When
strange shapes are in use, rotating calipers method is recommended so as to guarantee
better results.
After that, the workspace is sampled and the Cartesian coordinates of each point
computed. The coordinates are computed accordingly to a simplified geometric model
of a camera. The cameras are shipped in the MUAV and oriented downwards. Furthermore,
the MUAV height is computed taking into account if the slope is flat or sloped.
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Field TN Area (m2) RC Area (m2) LE Area (m2) Angle (rad)
1 128763 43190 43190 0.52592
2 18608 17396 17396 -0.058933
3 76865 76144 76144 2.7614
4 56633 38314 38314 -5.59136
5 159411 114822 114822 1.013
6 122958 47179 47179 1.0136
7 55093 31851 31851 0.55579
8 56777 45833 45894 -2.6766
9 209378 94032 94032 0.55721
10 116773 115185 115185 2.7304
11 4893 2384 2384 0.78552
12 15142 11718 12187 1.7851
13 4681 1894 1894 0.54185
14 4733 1951 1951 0.54171
15 401 367 393 -1.4295
16 521 451 507 0.17219
17 603 489 592 1.7637
18 1545 1468 1496 0.1734
Table 3.3: Bounding rectangle areas and angles computed in the field set.
Finally, if there is more than one UAV and the security borders between the
sub-areas are set, then, a method for border representation in sampled workspaces
is proposed based on a raster graphics approach. Should be notice that this method
is very useful when an algorithm for area division and assignment is employed, e.g.,
(43). For example, the algorithm presented in Rossi et al. was reported to be optimal,
therefore the quid pro quo discrete area prevails from the same optimality. Therefore,
the discrete borders are used as security strips (i.e. to avoid collisions among team
members).
3.9 Further reading
In this chapter some sampling approaches are proposed for surveying a field with a
MUAV - or a fleet of MAUVs - endowed with a digital camera. Complementary reading
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Figure 3.12: Bounding rectangles computed with the different approaches (field 8).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.13: The simulation scenario and the results obtained from the area sub division
and robot assignment simulations.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.14: Workspace inner borders after applying the border representation approach.
about the employment of some of those techniques to fleets of MUAVs can be found in
(44) published from a workshop about computational geometry and applications. The
study regarding the optimal stitching orientation have been presented in a international
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conference as well. Please refer to (45). In general part of the approaches proposed can
be found in different publication (e.g. (46)) since map-based sampling is the first step
before aerial coverage path planning (ACPP). In the next chapter the ACPP problem
will be introduced.
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4Aerial coverage path planning
4.1 Introduction
The problem of covering a determinate area with an Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) is
directly related to the Coverage Path Planning (CPP) problem. However, in the Aerial
Coverage Path Planning (ACPP) problem, a wide area must be covered, subjected to
constraints established by the platform itself and by the workspace. The MUAV has to
cover the full area to be surveyed by following continuous and smooth trajectories and
avoiding obstacles or prohibited areas. In order to ensure a minimum completion time
- UAV’s have limited working cycles - for the survey, it is desirable to minimize the
number of changes in direction or the path length - depending on the vehicle - and to
avoid revisiting points. Furthermore, not all areas are suitable for taking off or landing
with aerial vehicles, so the trajectory has to ensure starting and ending locations that
fulfill all the requirements (e.g. safety margins, space enough for operation, pick up
and drop ability, accessibility).
Two main approaches can be considered according to the execution of the algorithm:
On-line and Off-line planners. On-line planning schemes are mostly reactive, providing
the system with much flexibility and robustness. Furthermore, they require sensor
information as well as a more powerful computation resources. The requirements have
a direct impact on power consumption, and therefore on the maximum flight time, which
is a critical constraint in aerial robotics (47). On the other hand, Off-line systems are
non-reactive to environmental changes but provide most efficient and suitable plans.
Furthermore, they require less on-board power consumption and the CPU use, while
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- in most of the cases - they optimize the rate path/area covered. The effect of this
factor is appreciated in the duration of the mission, which appreciably decreases (48).
When multiple robots are used, a previous decomposition of the field to cover is
required. Two approaches are commonly used: exact cell decompositions (49, 50) and
approximate cell decomposition (51). After this task, the path for every vehicle that
has to cover an area assigned is computed.
The CPP field it has been widely studied for what ground vehicles concern, however
there are very few studies addressing this problem applied to aerial vehicles.
For instance in the work presented by Maza and Ollero (50) exact cell decompositions
is employed for inspection with a team of aerial robots. After performing area assignation,
the basic CPP algorithm based on back and forth patterns with the minimum number
of turns is executed for each robot. The solution proposed only considers convex areas
without obstacles. Moreover, such approach is mainly focused on the robot assignment
problem rather than the coverage path planning problem that is solved by using basic
algorithms in comparison with the approaches proposed in this section.
Another approach that reports a solution to the problem of area coverage by
using multiple UAVs applied to crop-dusting was presented by Moon and Shim, (48).
Independently of the two algorithms presented in order to perform the decomposition
of the area, a procedure that selects points inside the sampled set is employed to obtain
a coverage trajectory. In the first case, the resulting area coverage path is generated
by using a spiral from outside to inside, with no restrictions, which can be a problem
in large areas if the UAV runs out of fuel. The second case is based on a well-known
exact cell composition method that uses simple back and forth motions to cover the
areas. In any case, the provided results are only referred to simulations.
Li (49) also reports aerial CPP solutions, but the emphasis of the work is focused on
a recursive greedy algorithm applied to perform an exact cell decomposition method,
not on the coverage path-planning problem which is solved by using back and forth
motions. Additionally, the shortest coverage path is determined through an undirected
graph, in order to reduce the number of turns. This work does not consider obstacles,
and it is assumed that the aerial vehicle just flies over convex polygonal areas. The
proposed method was only tested in simulations.
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4.2 Problem definition
In this chapter, the problem of covering a wide area with MUAVs is tackled. Depending
on the application, the problem restrictions can slightly change.
The ACPP problem can be seen as a generalization of the traveling salesman
problem (TSP) with the following modifications:
• The points (i.e. cities) set is arranged in a grid-based fashion. Therefore, the
distance between the points is the same in each axis.
• The Hamiltonian path 1 or cycle has pre-defined start and goal positions.
4.2.1 General
The area coverage problem oriented to mosaicking missions can be abstractly described
as follow: Given,
1. a convex or non convex shaped area A ⊂ <2 decomposed approximately by a
finite set of regular cells C = {c1, .., cn} such that, A ≈
⋃
c∈C c;
2. a coverage trajectory P with a finite set of continuous way-points p, which can
be written as P =
⋃
p∈P p. Where each away-point corresponds to the centroid
of a corresponding cell, and consequently a cell correspond to a sample, thus
dim(P ) = dim(C);
3. a fleet of MUAV with attitude and position control, capable of performing way-point
navigation. Each quad-rotor is characterized by a position in [X,Y,Z] and orientation
Ψ.
Considering that valid solutions of P should not visit a way-point twice, the variable
of interest to minimize is the number of changes in directions, (i.e., turns made by a
MUAV around the z-axis or yaw changes) as stated in (51) where it was highlighted
1An Hamiltonian cycle is a continuous path that visits the vertices’s of an undirected or directed
graph just once
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that both the traveled distances and therefore power consumption remains constant for
a given scenario. The objective function can be given as follow,
J = K1 ×
m∑
i=1
ψ
{i}
k +K2, k ∈ {±135◦,±90◦,±45◦,±0◦} (4.1)
considering that,
ψ±135◦ > ψ±90◦ > ψ±45◦ > ψ0◦ , (4.2)
where Ki are weights used in order to evaluate the performance of the solution.
Thus, K1 balances the amplitude of the turn and K2 the displacement. Absolute
values are no critical, nevertheless they should be representative of the cost in time
required to perform the different amplitude turns. In any case,
K2 > K1, K1,2 ∈ < (4.3)
Moreover, the angles in this cost function express the possible heading motions on
a squared grid. In case the workspace is rectangular, the four angles correspondent
to a neighborhood movement would have other values. Nevertheless, the cost function
generality is preserved because these angles are nothing more than a nomenclature.
Finally, for each quad-rotor of the fleet an optimal trajectory can be computed by
minJ(x), where x = [ψ]T .
4.2.2 Special cases
A special case of the aforementioned problem is when the cost function is defined as
the length of the coverage path. Lets consider d the euclidean distance between two
adjacent points p ∈ P . The cost function can be written as,
J =
n−1∑
k=1
dk, n = dim(P ) (4.4)
Additionally, the problem can take less restrictions depending on the mission requirements.
This mean that if the mission requires that some points are revisited more than once, or
if the workspace has physical constrains that inabilitate the problem constrains imposed
then the problem is extended to a novel version with soft constrains.
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4.3 Definitions
Definition 4.3.1 (Coverage path). A coverage path or trajectory is the shortest path
that connects all point in a determinate point set. The coverage path is a Hamiltonian
path if and only if the coverage trajectory does not pass by a point twice. On the other
hand, it is a Hamiltonian cycle if it start and finishes in the same position.
Definition 4.3.2 (Discrete coverage). A discrete coverage trajectory is understood as
a trajectory followed by a MUAV point-by-point and stopping in each point.
Definition 4.3.3 (Continuous coverage). A continuous coverage trajectory is understand
as a trajectory followed by a MUAV point-by-point without without stopping.
4.4 Basic concepts
When referring the task of aerial coverage, there are some basic motions patterns that
might programmed, e.g., back-and-forth, spiral patterns (see Figure 4.1).
(a) back-and-forth (b) spiral
Figure 4.1: Motion patterns applied to coverage.
The back-and-forth motions procedure is probably the simplest and more intuitive
coverage technique known. The result of this technique consists of a serpentine pattern
over a given workspace. This type of pattern can be directly used in any environment
without obstacles. Therefore, it has been employed several times in autonomous
covering tasks, such as surveillance and inspection, demining, and agriculture, (52, 53).
There are many ways to design the back-and-forth patterns. Nevertheless, from
the autonomous vehicles perspective is better to have long motions collinear with the
maximum length of the workspaces (54). At least, for what turns-optimization is
concerned, it can reduce the mission cost significantly.
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Another type of motion known is the spiral motion. Nevertheless, according to (50)
is not so efficient as back-and-forth motions. Actually, there are not clear supportive
studies about which motion pattern is better for aerial RS in restrictied-free environments.
Moreover, depending on the applications and type of sensor shipped on the platform,
a coverage trajectory can be continuous or discrete. Not all type of MUAV are able to
perform a discrete coverage trajectory. VTOL vehicles have this ability, but planes do
not.
The aerial mission cost with continuous trajectories will always increase with the
number of turns, assuming that in each turn the MUAV - of any type - will have
abrupt changes in acceleration, or increase the trajectory with additional maneuvers
to go around. In aerial missions defined by discrete trajectories the mission cost will
increase with the MUAV trajectories length for holonomic vehicles, and it will increase
with the number of turns for non-holonomic vehicles. Typical velocity profiles from a
back-and-forth motion pattern are discriminated in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Velocity profiles from a holonomic and non-holonomic vehicle in continuous
and discrete survey.
A couple of special cases should be mentioned regarding to holonomic vehicles. For
instance, if in an aerial mission, for the sake of safety the MUAV camera must point
towards the navigation direction - aiding the backup pilot to monitor the mission - then
the holonomic platform falls into the restricted non-holonomic.
Helicopters are considered holonomic vehicles, however backward and lateral navigation
is just used for maneuvers.
Finally, an aerial vehicle will consume less energy if the drag is decreased. Depending
on the multi-rotor design it could be more energy-efficient to have it orientated towards
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the navigation direction in a specific angle.
4.5 Heuristics approaches
This section presents the heuristic approaches studied to address the problems introduced
in Section 4.2.
4.5.1 WPBP algorithm
The design of the Wavefront planner with a backtracking procedure (WPBP) algorithm
is presented in this section.
Heuristic and non-heuristic algorithms have been employed in order to obtain a
complete coverage path with the minimum number of turns, subject to a pre-defined
initial and goal position and without re-visited points within the workspace.
A distance transform function is applied over the grid by employing a Bread-first
search (BFS) (37) on the graph induced by the neighborhood adjacency of cells. As
a result, the coverage path can be easily found from any starting point within the
environment to the goal cell by choosing the nearest neighbor cell in gradient ascendant
order instead of the common descendant order.
During the gradient tracking, the algorithm is going to find more than one neighbor
to choose from with the same potential weight. Additionally, the bottleneck caused by
a local minimal can also block the search. In order to solve these issues, a backtracking
procedure was employed.
Then, Deep-limited search (DLS) (37) is used to build a tree with all possible
coverage paths in order to find a complete coverage path that passes through all nodes
in the adjacency graph only once. Using this approach, the search length can be limited
to the number of vertices’s, and consequently, the search neither goes around in infinite
cycles nor visits a node twice.
Finally, the coverage path with the minimum number of turns is chosen by using
the following cost function,
Γ =
m∑
i=1
γ
{i}
k , k ∈ {135◦, 90◦, 45◦, 0◦} (4.5)
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where,
γ±135◦ > γ±90◦ > γ±45◦ > γ0◦ (4.6)
The algorithm pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 4.5.1.1 . Where, Φ is a field
sampled in a finite number of way-points, P is a complete coverage path.
Algorithm 4.5.1.1 Coverage path planning algorithm.
1: Initialize FiFo = ∅
2: G<V,E> ← ConvertToGraph(Φ)
3: G′<V,E> ←Wavefront(G<V,E>)
4: while ∃P ∈ Φ do
5: P ← DLSw/Backtracking(G′<V,E>)
6: FiFo← FiFo+ P
7: end while
8: P ∗ ← min(Γ(FiFo))
9: Return P ∗
The gradient-based approach, although does not ensure an optimal solution, provides
a simple and a rapid way to obtain a near optimal coverage solutions, in both regular
and irregular fields, with and without obstacles within, subject to the aforementioned
restrictions.
4.6 Metaheuristic approaches
The Coverage Path Planning problem has complexity NP-Complete. As literature
indicates (55), no polynomial-time algorithm has yet been discovered for NP-complete
problems. In many real life situations, high quality solutions to these problems such as
multicast routing or vehicle routing are required in a very short amount of time, and
many algorithms to tackle them have been developed. In cases, especially when large
scale problems are considered, metaheuristics are one of the best alternatives since exact
algorithms take exponential time to find an optimal solution. Two ACPP algorithms
are proposed to provide an approximate solution to the problematics previously tackled:
HS-ACPP Algorithm, based in the Harmonic Search (HS); and ACO-ACPP based in
the Ants Colony Optimization (ACO).
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4.6.1 HS-ACPP Algorithm
This approach uses a quite novel algorithm called Harmony Search (HS). HS is a
meta-heuristic algorithm based on jazz musician’s improvisation through a pleasant
harmony.
4.6.1.1 Harmony Search Algorithm
Harmony Search is a population-based algorithm inspired in musician’s improvisation
process for a perfect musical harmony. Often referred as the “vertical“ aspect of
music (in opposition to the melodic line or “horizontal” aspect), it is understood as
the superposition of individual chords that optimizes the global balance between the
consonant and dissonant sounds.
The algorithm was introduced by Geem et al. (56) in 2001 and has already been
applied in several different engineering fields. Some examples of the algorithm usage
for optimization can be found in (57, 58, 59). Moreover, it has been stated that this
algorithm present advantages in comparison to other meta-heuristic algorithms (60).
The algorithm can be abstractly described as follow: Imagine having a group of
Jazz musicians carrying different instrument. They start pitching some notes in order
to try to compose a new song. As they search for a sequence of musical notes that give
a good musical harmony, the harmonies achieved up to the moment are kept in mind.
If a new harmony sounds better than a Harmony played before, then it is replaced by
a new harmony. From an optimization point of view, each player represents a variable
and each pitch, candidate value that is attained individually as a component of the
global “melody”.
The main body of the algorithm is a Harmony Memory (HM) matrix (defined in
4.7), where rows are candidate solutions vectors, and columns are decision variables.
The last column of the HM matrix is the cost function value. The HM matrix is
initialized by generating random candidate solutions vectors.
The typical parameters from the HS algorithm are: Harmony Memory Size (HMS),
Harmony Memory Considering Rate (HMCR), and PAR (Pitch Adjustment Rate). The
HMS is the number of rows, or the number of candidate solutions considered. HMCR
is the probability that each element of the HM matrix has to be chosen. Finally, a
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variable value is adjusted (switched by a neighboring value) with probability PAR. The
uniform distribution U(0, 1) is usually employed (60).
HM =

x
{1}
1 . . . x
1
{N} J(x
{1})
...
. . .
...
...
xHMS{1} . . . x
HMS
{N} J(x
{HMS})
 (4.7)
The algorithm can be synthesized in five steps: Step 1, Initialize HM; Step 2,
Improvise a new harmony vector x′ = {x′1, ...,x′N} from the HM (with or without PAR)
or by randomness. Improvisation means the generation of a new candidate solution
vector. In other evolutionary algorithms (e.g., Genetic algorithms (GA)) this step is
addressed by the crossover operation; Step 3, Replace the new harmony by the worst
in HM if better; Step 4, Check if stop criterion has been met (e.g. iterations, cost); if
not, go to Step 2, or else return the best solution.
4.6.1.2 HS-based procedure
In order to address the aerial CPP problem with HS algorithm, the main body of the
optimization algorithm had to be adapted according to the formulated problem in the
previous subsection. In the following lines, the step-by-step procedure of the algorithm
is described.
As previously explained, HM is the main body of the HS algorithm. The candidate
solutions are herein stored, represented by N dimension vector, which is made up of
decision variables from the optimization problem. Each decision variable is a real
number that identifies the cell to be visited by the aerial robot. Thus, a simple
representation by using a real number is used to identify the UTM coordinates of
the center of a cell, that finally stands for a way point in the trajectory of the aerial
robot where a picture is going to be taken, such that Xi ∈ P with i = 1, .., n, where
n = dim(P ) (shown in Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.4 shows how the variables are managed in the problem by considering
HM with HMS=2. The depicted coverage trajectories are for example the first two
random Harmony vectors in the HM. The dotted lines are the path transversed by the
quad-rotors, which in both cases start from the cell with index 1 to the cell with index
4.
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Figure 4.3: Decision variables mapped over the field.
x{1} = [1, 5, 9, 13, 15, 14, 10, 6, 2, 3, 7, 11, 12, 8, 4]
x{2} = [1, 5, 9, 13, 15, 14, 10, 11, 12, 8, 7, 6, 2, 3, 4]
Figure 4.4: Numerical example showing how the decision variables are managed to adapt
HS algorithm to the problem.
Summarizing, for each drone, a HS matrix that contains a set of candidate solutions
(i.e., trajectories for an UAV) is created and initiated according to the methods explained
in this section. After that, the cost function called “Harmony Vector Cost“ is optimized
by applying the method of “Improvisation” - that is the core of the HS algorithm - until
an optimal solution is found. Next these procedures are explained in detail.
HM initialization
The first step of the HS algorithm is the initialization of the HM. In the first iteration
the Harmony vectors (i.e. solutions) are usually generated through a random process.
As observed from the aerial CPP problem, the time represents the main constraint of
our problem, which causes other constraints to arise, such as the number of revisited
places in the environment. It is obvious that by reducing the number of revisited cells
in the environment, the path generated is also shortened, and consequently, its coverage
time. In order to solve the problem more challengingly and optimize the time as much
as possible, the number of revisited points in the environment should be reduced. As a
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result, HM with HMS permutation vectors with N elements must initially be generated
randomly.
An algorithm denoted Random Breath Coverage (RBC) has been used for generating
random Harmony vectors with permutation. RBC algorithm is a hybrid algorithm
that employs two algorithms: Random search (RS) and Breadth-first search (BFS).
This algorithm provides a simple way to handle the HM initialization (Step 1). The
algorithm pseudo-code is depicted in Algorithm 4.6.1.2.
Algorithm 4.6.1.2 Random Breath Coverage algorithm
1: Initialize FiFo = Start
2: while S 6= ∅ do
3: S ← BFS(FiFo)
4: s← random(S)
5: FiFo← FiFo+ s
6: end while
7: if dim(FiFo) = dim(C) then
8: P ← FiFo
9: else
10: P ← ∅
11: end if
12: Return P
RBC algorithm expands all nodes from the unitary graph in a random fashion
from the starting position, which is equivalent to take-off deck within the aerial robot
workspace. Each node can or cannot have neighboring nodes1, the set that contains all
siblings is denoted by S, such that S =
⋃
s∈S s (see Figure 4.5). The RBC algorithm
finishes when S = 0. If the candidate vector size is less than the number of decision
variables, it means that the node expansion has stopped without passing through all
the nodes. Consequently, that incomplete candidate vector is discarded.
New harmony vector improvisation
An iterative process called improvisation starts after generating HM through the method
previously described. In order to ensure the permutation of the Harmony vector,
the new vector must be carefully obtained by slightly changing the mechanism of the
conventional HS algorithm.
1parent-child relationship
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Figure 4.5: Sibling set over the unitary graph. Each sibling is a nearest neighbor cell.
As in Step 2, each element of the new vector x′ is either selected from the HM or
the entire possible range of values, according to previously mentioned (see subsection
4.6.1.1) HMCR or 1-HMCR probabilities, respectively. In the following paragraphs,
the mechanism for each probability will be explained in detailed.
In the conventional HS algorithm a new x′i value is randomly chosen with 1-HMCR
probability from the possible range of values. On the other hand, an x′i value is typically
chosen from the ith column of the HM with HMCR probability. In the present approach,
the same reasoning is applied but taking into account that the trajectory continuity
must be ensured due to it has been set as a requirement (i.e., jumps over the cells are
not allowed).
This problem can be solved as follows: a new x′i value is randomly chosen with
1-HCMR probability from the set of the neighbors of that decision variable (i.e. all
free cells adjacent to the cell addressed by the decision variable), thus the continuity of
the trajectory is ensured due to jumps to furthest cells are not considered. Moreover,
a random value from the ith column is selected according to the unvisited neighbor
cells with HMCR probability. If there are no unvisited neighbor cells in that column,
it chooses a random neighbor in the HM is chosen (see Eq. 4.8).
x′i ←
 x′i ∈
{
Si ∈ Xi ∃s ∈ Xi
Si ∈ X @s ∈ Xi w.p HMCR
x′i ∈ Si w.p 1-HMCR
(4.8)
Besides the aforementioned occurrences, if the probability falls on HMCR, it has to
be checked again that a new pitch adjusted (PAR) is required or a new value from the
decision variable remains unchanged (1-PAR).
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In case the pitch is not adjusted, the new value of the Harmony vector remains
unchanged. Otherwise, some tuning must be done in this decision variable. Usually,
the adjustment relies on the displacement of K neighboring values in the candidate set
of values. In such case, the pitch adjustment is the displacement of one neighbor within
the neighborhood, by adding or subtracting a unit in the admissible neighbors set (see
Eq. 4.9).
x′′i ←
{
x′i ± 1 w.p PAR
x′i w.p 1-PAR
(4.9)
HM update
Every time that a new x′i vector is created, the Harmony vector cost is computed by
using the cost function defined in Equation 4.1. If the cost computed is better than the
worst Harmony vector cost in the HM, the new vector is then added to the HM, and
consequently the Harmony vector with the worst cost discarded from the HM matrix.
If not, the HM remains unchanged (Step 3).
Stop criterion
Similar to other optimization algorithms, the role of the stop criterion is to stop the
optimization process when a determinate criterion is achieved. After some iterations,
the stop criterion can be set to reach a reasonable number of turns, or even a determinate
number of iterations.
The stop criterion was set to stop in 100 iterations in this case. It was experimentally
proven that the best solution settles before that value. This upper bound iteration was
obtained by trial and sufficient to optimize all the aerial trajectories presented in the
next section. This can be better understood in the Section 4.6.1.3 through Figure 4.8.
4.6.1.3 Results
The results obtained by using the WPBP approach are shown in Figure 4.6. As
observed, it is an area with irregular shape that is divided among three heterogeneous
quad-rotors - with different characteristics and capabilities - through a negotiation-based
approach (for further details refer to (43)). The results obtained from this process
determine that the first area assigned to quad-rotor 1 can be sampled in 14 images
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(5-40); second area, assigned to quad-rotor 2 can be sampled in 15 images (13-53); and
finally, the third area assigned to quad-rotor 3 can be sampled in 25 images (47-99).
Figure 4.6: Coverage trajectories obtained with WPBP approach for three quad-rotors.
The workspace previously used in (61) was used in order to establish a comparison
among the approaches aforementioned. Therefore, it was assumed that the area negotiation
and assignment are the same as in the previous approach. The trajectories obtained
with the HS algorithm are shown in Figure 4.7. It can be observed that the number
of planned images to be acquired is equal in both workspaces, and that the take-off
and landing positions are maintained. The HS algorithm parameters employed in each
area were HMS=10, HMCR=0.9, PAR=0.3. The results presented were obtained with
the following number of iterations per area, respectively: Area 1, 28 iterations, Area
2, 85 iterations, Area 3, 40 iterations. Figure 4.8 also depicts the optimization of the
trajectories iteration by iteration. It should be noticed that the cost, means the average
cost (i.e. number of turns) in the HM matrix.
A comparison with the results obtained in both approaches are shown in Table 4.1.
It can be observed that the number of turns obtained per trajectory using HS algorithm
are lower than the former approach employing wave-front planner and backtracking
procedure. Herein, the results considering the number of turns and the computation
time of the coverage paths are discussed. The number of turns per area has been
improved, which can be better observed in the third area, where the number of turns
was significantly improved. For example, in the second area the number of turns was
maintained. However, it can be easily noticed that the trajectory is already fully
optimized and there is no change that a trajectory can be computed with less turns.
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Figure 4.7: Coverage trajectories obtained with the HS algorithm for three quad-rotors.
(a) Area 1 (b) Area 2 (c) Area 3
Figure 4.8: Optimization through 100 iterations of the coverage trajectories.
Regarding, the computation time, it can be observed that increases. However, on
the one hand, this planning is off-line, and on other hand, the worst case required is 13s,
which is an acceptable computation time considering the complexity of the problem, as
enhanced in (51). Thus the computation time is useless to be considered as a drawback
in this approach.
4.6.1.4 Conclusions
A new approach to improve coverage trajectories was successfully employed. A novel
algorithm denoted by Harmony Search was studied to be applied to the optimization
of agricultural management tasks - case study chosen - with MUAV.
The results obtained with HS algorithm was compared with a former approach
employing a wave-front planner with a backtracking procedure presented in (61). The
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Table 4.1: Comparative between the former ACPP approach, and the improved one, with
the HS algorithm.
Turns Computation time[s]
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 1 Area 2 Area 3
Approach in (61) 9 8 20 0.15 0.02 0.02
HS algorithm approach 8 8 14 0.19 0.5 13
present approach showed better results in route optimization compared with the former
method. The key feature of this approach is that it is able to reduce the number of
turns of the coverage trajectories significantly by holding the former start and goal
positions set previously. Although, the computation time is greater than in the previous
approach, it is an affordable cost, since the mission planner’s aim is not to work on-line.
Moreover, the presented approach can be employed to plan aerial coverage missions
using any type of UAV, as well as in any agricultural field with regular or irregular
shape. Moreover, the mission completion time is reduced by minimizing the number of
turns, improving safety for the operator and UAVs. In addition to this, and not less
important, it optimize the usage of resources and the economical cost involved in the
mission.
This meta-heuristic algorithm is potentially a valuable method when employed in
optimizing problems with high complexity. In such manner, the present approach can
be extended to other problems of PA practices where autonomous robotic systems could
be applied.
4.6.2 ACO-ACPP Algorithm
In this section an approach for computing aerial coverage trajectories employing the
Ants Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm is proposed. ACO was introduce by Marco
Dorigo in 1992 (62) and is based on the foraging behavior of social ants.
4.6.2.1 Ant Colony Optimization
There are many studies in engineering where animal behaviors, e.g., learning, food
cultivation, navigation, competition, locomotion, communication, is mimicked through
mathematical models in order to improve and built solutions to complex problems.
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Ants are social insects that live in colonies and have a cooperative way of living. A
common ant behavior is the foraging behavior. When foraging, ants communicate with
each other by leaving pheromone trails. This behavior was modeled and used to design
the ACO structure and mechanism. In order to be solved with ACO algorithm, the
optimization problems must be converted in the problem of finding the optimal path
on a weighted graph. Then software agents, i.e., virtual ants, deposit pheromones in
the transversed path, i.e., graph edges, as they go through the graph. The solutions
are build incrementally as many ants move on the graph, i.e., from starting to goal
position. Finally, the path with a bigger concentration of pheromones is chosen as the
best one. Figure 4.9 shows an illustration with the algorithm principle in a Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP) example.
Figure 4.9: Virtual ants leaving pheromone trains while looking for the best path to a
food source. The problem is addressed as a TSP-like graph problem.
The first ACO algorithm was called Ant System (AS), then other extensions came
up, such as for example Elitist AS (EAS), Max-Min AS (MMAS), ranked-based AS
(ASrank), etc. In any case, the metaheuristic pseudo-code is given by Algorithm 4.6.2.3
(62):
This technique have been widely used to solve path planning problematics for
ground robots navigation (63, 64), and path planning for aerial vehicles as well (7, 65).
For what aerial vehicles is concerned, the problems mentioned are far different from
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Algorithm 4.6.2.3 ACO pseudo-code
1: Initialize optimization problem
2: while Not Stop Condition do
3: Construct Ants Solutions
4: Local search % Optional
5: Update Pheromones
6: end while
7: Return solution(s)
the problem addressed herein. In the first place the work presented by Jennings et al.
aims at finding a near-optimal aerial trajectory in the presence of wind subject to some
constrains. Moreover, this approach uses a simulated training set to find a solution in
a continuous domain. Finally, this works does not use ACO at all. It uses a stochastic
optimization mechanism that is said to use a pheromone-based philosophy. In Chao et
al. the same comment prevails. The problem is different and the constrains as well. In
these works the aim is to compute an aerial trajectory to a given destination restricted
to some threated zones. Even though, the work presents poor evidences.
MMAS overview
The ACO-ACPP algorithm is based in the ACO extension MMAS. The motivation
behind this choice is because the MMAS is an improvement over other ACO extensions
and have been successfully used in many applications (62, 66). The MMAS mechanism
is enhanced in algorithm 4.6.2.4.
Algorithm 4.6.2.4 MMAS pseudo-code
1: Initialize pheromone trails
2: while Not Stop Condition do
3: Tour construction
4: Set pheromone limits
5: Update pheromones trails
6: if some sort of stagnation then
7: Initialize pheromone trails
8: end if
9: end while
10: Return solution(s)
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The first step is the initialization of the pheromones trail. The pheromone trail is
addressed by a matrix mapping all arcs from the search space. The Pheromone trail in
MMAS is given by,
τij = τ0 =
1
ρCnn
,∀(i, j) (4.10)
where τij is the quantity of pheromone dropped from point i to j (i.e. an arc) and
τ0 is it initial value. The number of points is given by n, and C
nn the cost of a path
computed with a nearest-neighbor heuristic. Finally, ρ is the pheromone evaporation
rate.
After that, n virtual ants starts to construct the tour from any initial point, moving
iteratively from point to point and adding points that have not been visited before.
They decide which point to move next using a probability defined by a Random
Proportional Rule (RPR) as follow,
pkij =
[τij ]
α[ηij ]
β∑
l∈Nki [τil]
α[ηil]β
, if j ∈ Nki (4.11)
The Nij =
1
dij
is an heuristic that define the desirability of going from point i to
point j. This value is inversely-proportional to the distance between i and j (i.e., arch
length). Furthermore, α and β parameters determine the influence of the pheromone
trail and heuristic computed respectively. Finally, Ni is the set of neighbors not yet
visited by ant k when being at city i. After no more points are left the virtual ant
return back to the initial position.
The pheromones are updated by applying an evaporation rate after finishing all the
paths created by virtual ants.
τij ← (1− ρ)τij , ∀(i, j) ∈ L (4.12)
Moreover, pheromones are deposit in the arcs belonging to the best ranked tour,
τij ← τij + ∆τ bestij , (4.13)
where ∆τ bestij =
1
Cbest
and Cbest the length of the best tour. Actually, this variable
means that only the best ant, i.e., queen ant, is allowed to lay down pheromones. The
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best ant could be either the iteration-best ant or the best-so-far ant (see Equation 4.14).
∆τ bestij =
{
1
Cib
if iteration-best
1
Cbs
if best-so-far
(4.14)
Moreover, in order to improve exploration and avoid stagnation a lower and upper
limit [τmin, τmax] are imposed in the pheromone trails. The limits are given by,
τmin =
τmax(1− n
√
0.05)
(avg − 1) n√0.05 , τmax =
1
ρCbest
(4.15)
Once again the Cbest relies on the best-so-far and/or iterated-best tour length
depend on the size of the search space. For what the avg variable is concerned, its
value is the average number of neighborhoods available to an ant at each step while
constructing a solution.
Finally, the pheromone trails are reinitialized if after some iterations no improvement
is obtained in the solution. The algorithm stops when the stop condition is meet, e..g.
computation time, number of iterations, minimum pre-defined cost.
A resume of the typical parameters employed in the MMAS is shown in Table 4.2
Table 4.2: Resume of the parameter settings for MMAS. .
α β ρ m τ0
1 2 to 5 0.02 n 1ρCnn
α Pheromone trail influence
β Heuristics influence
ρ Pheromone evaporation rate
m Number of ants
τ0 Initial pheromone value
4.6.2.2 ACO-based procedure
This section will show step-by-step the ACO-ACPP algorithm design choices for solving
the ACPP problem (see Section 4.2) with one and more than one MUAV. This problem
can be understood as an instance of the TSP. The main difference are: In the ACPP
problem the sampling dispersion is homogeneous (like in a Sukarev grid). The worst
case is when the distance between points is not the same in the x and y axes. Furthermore,
in the ACPP problem there are additional constrains regarding to the TSP problem.
• Pre-defined initial and final positions.
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• Pre-defined security distance between robots.1
During the algorithm development the following issues had to be addressed to adapt
the original MMAS to the problematic discussed previously:
1. Initialize parameters
2. Initialize pheromones
3. Tour generation
4. Update Pheromone trail
5. (Re)Initialize pheromones
(1) The first point addressed is the initialization of the parameters, which are divided
into two set of parameters: optimization problem and MMAS parameters. The
optimization problem parameters are the number of robots nr and the pre-defined
starting and final positions. Instead the MMAS parameters are the constant
variables from Table 4.2 plus, 1) number of ants (i.e. virtual agents), 2) number
of iterations, 3) pheromones (re)initialization condition, and 4) stop condition.
(2) The cost of the path computed with the nearest-neighbor heuristic is used to
initialize the pheromone trails and to define the limits from the pheromones laid
up. This value is an upper bound cost and works out as a cost reference to the
algorithm mechanism because,
Cmmas ≤ Cnn (4.16)
When computing multiple aerial trajectories the pheromone quantity should be
balanced accordingly with the number of robots. Therefore,
C ′nn =
Cnn
nr
(4.17)
In Equation 4.17, C ′nn is the upper bound cost considering the number of trajectories
that are computed simultaneously.
1In case there is more than one robot. Not applicable for takeoff and landing positions.
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(3) The tour generation mechanism procedure plays an important role because the
algorithm convergence depend on how good the tours generated are. As opposite
to MMAS - where each ant generates a tour - in ACO-ACPP each ant explores
as many tours as robots there are in the fleet - lets suppose that each ant has a
ubiquity capacity to explore more than one tour at the same time - and the tour
from each element of the fleet is defined as a sub-tour (see Figure 4.10). The final
ant tour is the composition of the many sub-tours that it has explored. The main
loop pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 4.6.2.5).
Algorithm 4.6.2.5 ACO-ACPP main loop
1: while Not Stop Condition do
2: for i = 1 to m do
3: for j = 1 to n do
4: for k = 1 to nr do
5: ...
6: end for
7: end for
8: end for
9: end while
Previously, it was said that the trajectories are computed simultaneously because
each sub-tour is generated in parallel rather than in series. This mechanism
ensures that the sub-tours are computed in a balancing way. The sub-tours would
be computed in an unbalanced fashion if the algorithm computed each sub-tour at
the time. The unbalanced behavior occurs mainly because the sub-tours would
be computed with dependencies from previous computed sub-tours. For each
sub-tour there is a pheromone memory associated. In this way the pheromone
trials from the different sub-tours do not influence mistakenly the ant search.
Should be remarked, that as opposite to the sub-tours construction, the tour
solution construction is made sequentially, which mean that an ant explores a
path completely and only then the next ant starts.
Moreover, the cost of each ant is composed by the following sub-costs: the tour
length cost (TLC), which is the sum of the sub-tours lengths; the security distance
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Figure 4.10: Ubiquitous behavior: Multiple tours construction (in parallel) by one ant.
cost (SDC), number of times the distance between the robots is less than a
reference value (eqs. (4.18) to (4.20)).
Jk = Jktlc + J
k
sdc, k = 1, 2, ..,m (4.18)
Jtlc =
∑
Ckt (4.19)
Jsdc =
∑
d(i, j) ≤ r (4.20)
Where C is the length of a tour t from an ant k, d is an euclidean distance
between two points, e.g., i, j, and r is a reference value addressing the minimum
distance between MUAVs allowed.
Another important difference between the original and the present algorithm are
the neighbors N available at each point. In ACO-ACPP the Moore neighborhood
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is employed. Thus, an ant k at point i has a maximum exploring given by,
Dh =
{ √
2, if Dx = Dy, ∀L√
D2x +D
2
y, if Dx 6= Dy, ∀L
(4.21)
Where, L is the arc length between two vertices’s. Dx, Dy, Dh are the horizontal,
vertical and diagonal arc lengths. To conclude, the Chebyshev distance will have
a lower and an upper bound of [1, Dh].
During the tour construction it might happen that the tour search get stuck at
determinate points as illustrated in Figure 4.11. The tour construction get stuck
due to the neighborhood limit. Thus when surrounded from already occupied
neighbors or inexistent neighbors the tour construction get stuck. This behavior
can be notice mainly in the following cases: the first ubiquitous ant tour blocks
or closes the tour construction from other ubiquitous ants, a single ant that its
closes itself in it own trajectory, dead end paths, etc. To avoid that the search
gets stuck during the tour construction it is allowed to the search to ignore the
Moore neighborhood each time there are not neighbors available at the current
point. In this case, the tour construction will continue in the closest point in the
graph.
Each ant will have an unique memory Nk where it will follow the vertices’s that
are occupied and free. The tour construction begins with the following occupied
vertices’s: inactive vertices’s (IV), e.g., forbidden points, areas to avoid, and
adjacent initial vertices’s (AIV), i.e., take off positions. As the tour construction
follows, the free vertices’s occupied are kept in memory by the order they are
visited and followed by the respective cost. While keeping trace of all this variables
in memory each ant has available a map with all possible movements. Moreover,
this facilitates the pheromones trails updating as well.
After using the RPR to chose the next point if there is more than one neighbor
point with the same probability the next point is chosen randomly.
(4) The pheromone limits must be set before updating the pheromone trails. The
pheromone limits are defined with Equation 4.15 and using the best-so-far tour
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Figure 4.11: Cases where the tour construction get stuck. Illustrations above address the
construction of multi tours, while below are depicted single tour constructions. The red
and green dots are robots trajectories in progress, the black and white dots are available
and unavailable dots respectively.
T bs. The pheromone memory is then updated as in MMAS (see eqs. (4.12)
and (4.13)),
∆τ bsij =
{
1
Cbs
if arc (i, j) belongs to T bs
0 otherwise
(4.22)
(5) Regarding the reinitialization of the pheromones trails it should be notice that
this procedure is not mandatory. It is just an additional mechanism in case the
search enters in stagnation and if the convergence is hard to obtain. In this case,
the ACO-ACPP uses this procedure to avoid stagnation. Therefore, in the last
iteration if the best-so-far cost is bigger or equal than the cost of a single full
coverage path the pheromone matrix is re-initiated and the algorithm starts over
again. The rule definition is given by,
Cbs ≤ Cnn + nr. (4.23)
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4.6.2.3 Results
The outcomes with the ACO-ACPP for computing trajectories in different scenarios are
presented in this section. The aerial trajectories are computed for different workspaces
and different number of MUAV.
The ACO-ACPP algorithm was compared with former approaches with the purpose
of evaluating the methodology reliability to solve the problematic addressed.
The first set of trajectories computed are from an aerial mission where the goal is
to compute the aerial coverage trajectories from a fleet with three MUAVs. The area
to cover was previously divided and each sub-area assigned to a MUAV. Additionally, a
fixed security border with a point unit size was pre-defined within the workspace. The
fixed security border ensures that at any moment they stand alongside, thus it forces a
security distance (see Figure 4.12 for a better understanding about what it means the
fleet security distance).
Figure 4.12: Critical and non-critical security distances around a MUAV (green dot) at a
given instant. There are two colored borders around it. The red border points out critical
adjacent positions and the green border secure adjacent positions. Which means that the
fleet security is threatened each time two or more MUAV are adjacent to each other.
The results from those trial are shown in Table 4.3. Herein two metrics were
observed: Turns and Path length. Should be enhanced that for a matter of simplicity
the distance between the way-points was set to be 1 unit in the x-axis and y-axis.
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Table 4.3: Trajectories computed for a fleet of MUAV applying ACO-ACPP and
HS-ACPP (see Figure 4.7)) .
Turns Path length
Area 1 2 3 1 2 3
HS-ACPPα 9 9 15 22 18 33.1
ACO-ACPPβ 10 11 17 16 16 27
α turns cost optimization
β path length optimization
In the next trial the ACO-ACPP algorithm is used to compute the same number of
trajectories in the same workspace but without cell-defined security borders as shown
in Figure 4.13 and explained in (67).
Figure 4.13: Flying trajectories from a mission computed with three MUAV without
cell-defined security borders.
The numerical results from ACO-ACPP are compared with the WPBP approach
and depicted in Table 4.4. In the aerial mission computed with the WPBP (see
Section 4.5.1) the area to cover by each MUAV was defined previously. Instead,
with ACO-ACPP two different methods were tried: pre-defined security borders and
undefined security borders. The first approach is the same as in WPBP, and in the
former, the safe security distance is a constraint in the optimization mechanism. Finally,
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three metric were observed: Turns, Path length and Number of way-points by MUAV.
As previously mentioned, holonomic and non-holonomic vehicles are affected differently
by turns and path length. The security distance was set to be equal or greater than√
2. Ensuring that a MUAV is next to another the least number of times as possible.
Table 4.4: Trajectories computed for a fleet of MUAVs applying WPBP and ACO-ACPP.
Turns Path length Way-points nr.
Area 1 2 3 total 1 2 3 total 1 2 3 total
WPBPα 15 9 22 46 27.5 21.1 33 81.7 20 18 28 66
ACO-ACPPα 12 15 17 44 22.7 18 28.8 69.5 20 18 28 66
ACO-ACPPβ 13 16 11 40 22 26.8 25.1 73.9 22 22 22 66
α pre-defined sub-areas
β undefined sub-areas
The aerial mission computed with the ACO-ACPP is better than with WPBP as
can be observed in the corresponding rows. Actually, the ACO-ACPP is better when
computing a mission with pre-defined sub-areas and still improves when computing the
mission without defined borders over the workspace. At least for what the number of
turns are concerned. This can be clear noticed by the overall effort from the fleet. The
number of turns have improved over 9% from WPB to ACO-ACPP, 13% from WPB
to ACO-ACPP when no security borders are defined, and over 9% from ACO-ACPP
with and without pre-defined borders.
Regarding the path length, the ACO-ACPP with and without pre-defined sub-areas
performs much better than the WPB with pre-defined sub-areas. The global cost is
worst just when comparing both ACO-ACPP versions. However, this result is expected
because further restrictions were added - security conditions are more restricted - to
the optimization problem in ACO-ACPP without defined sub-areas. Nevertheless,
when ACO-ACPP is computed without pre-defined areas the fleet work load1 is better
balanced fashion as shown next.
Furthermore, another important issue to enhance, is how well balanced is the
workload between the MUAVs. This can be better notice by the number of way-points
when the the mission is computed without pre-defined sub-areas. Lets consider the
unevenness factor (UF) - how unbalanced are the values from MUAV to MUAV - is the
1The workload throughout the mission
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maximum between the lower and upper bounds from the differences between MUAVs
costs or values. This is max(maxx − minx), x are real numbers. The UF is 0 if the
mission is computed without pre-defined sub-areas versus a UF from 10 on the other
cases. In addition, the UF in WPB is 13, in ACO-ACPP with pre-defined borders is
5, and ACO-ACPP without pre-defined borders 5 in the turns column. Regarding the
path length the UF is respectively, 11.9, 10.8 and 4.8.
This mean that ACO-ACPP is a better solution to compute aerial missions with a
priori assigned sub-areas and without defined sub-areas. Indeed, the fleet load balacing
increase in a mission planned with ACO-ACPP without previously define an area for
each MUAV.
The best mission planning (ACO-ACPP without pre-defined security borders) is
show in Figure 4.14. The starting and final positions, are not necessary the takeoff and
landing position, but the first point of the mission and the last point before returning
back to the base station and landing. The minimum number of times that two or more
MUAV are in a radius less or equal than
√
2 is 5 times when computing the mission
with ACO-ACPP without assigned areas, 2 times with assigned areas, and 3 times
with WPBP with assigned areas. There is a cost associated to the number of times the
security distance is broken and should be summed up to the turns/length cost.
Figure 4.14: Flying trajectories from a mission computed with three MUAV without
defining fixed security borders.
Moreover, it can be proven from the plot in Figure 4.15a that the MUAVs security
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distance during the terrain coverage is not less than
√
2, as previously defined. The
mission planning overall cost is shown in Figure 4.15b where the costs obtained with
previously approaches are noted.
(a) Security flying distance (b) Global cost
Figure 4.15: Aerial Mission planning costs.
The global pheromone memory - the composition of the different ubiquitous ants
pheromones memories - is shown in Figure 4.16. It can be noticed that the pheromone
trail left by each ubiquitous ant is represented by a different color and pattern.
In the last trial the trajectory of a single MUAV was computed with ACO-ACPP
and compared with the WPBP approach from Section 4.5.1. The ACO-ACPP was used
to compute the mission planning as in (68) (see Table 4.5).
Table 4.5: Trajectory computed for a MUAV applying WPBP and ACO-ACPP.
Turns Path length
WPBα 22 49.7
ACO-ACPPβ 25 47.4
α turns cost optimization
β path length optimization
In oﬄine planners the computation time does not play a major role. However, it is
always important to have an idea of the computation time if the approach proposed is
applied online, or even if the computation time turns out to be an issue. For a matter of
reference, the worst computation time registered when using ACO-ACPP to compute
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Figure 4.16: Global pheromones memory. In the image each (x,y) colored dot represents
an arc and the color intensity the quantity of pheromones in that arc.
Figure 4.17: Aerial mission planning with one MUAV and using ACO-ACPP.
trajectories was less than 60min when computing three trajectories without assigned
areas. The mission was planned in Matlab, running in a 800MHz Intel processor with
2Gb of ram.
4.6.2.4 Conclusions
This section proposes a novel algorithm denoted as ACO-ACPP algorithm. The algorithm
relies in the ACO metaheuristic to calculate near-optimal aerial missions for remote
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sensing tasks, such as image acquisition for building high-resolution mosaics.
Moreover, the algorithm was designed to consider both single and multi-robot
systems. Another important feature that the proposed algorithm takes into account is
the load balancing and the security distance among drones during the mission with a
fleet of MUAV.
The ACO-ACPP algorithm has been compared with previously employed approaches,
such as the HS-ACPP and the WPBP algorithm. Moreover, different aerial missions
were computed considering in the path length (holonomic vehicles) and turn (non
holonomic vehicles), with one or more MUAVs, etc.
The conclusions drawn from this study is that ACO-ACPP is better approach than
the previous approaches.
4.7 Further reading
The ACPP problem is derived from the requirements that address many of the remote
sensing practices with MUAV. The algorithms proposed in this chapter are presented
in ascendant order from consecutive improvements. For further reading about heuristic
approaches please refer to (67, 68, 69) and metaheurisics (46, 70).
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5Experiments and Results
5.1 Aerial fleet
This section describes all the aerial systems used on the field experiments. The system
integrates different technologies in order to provide users with an embedded and fully
capable tool. It has been made up of in a set of elements interconnected among them:
air vehicle, payload and communication resources, as well as other avionics.
5.1.1 Multi-rotors systems
The type of aerial vehicle chosen was a quad-rotor. Aerial outdoor missions set up
several requirements for the drone. For example, the camera (and lenses) should fit
with the vehicle’s plateholder, considering also the security of the assembly. It implies
not only an adequate mechanical conception but also the redistribution of the engine
power, that should be able to hold up the additional weight. At the same time, this
power should be managed in such a way that maintains the vehicle as much stable
as possible. Besides, the adequate image acquisition clearly depends on the frame’s
steadiness and vibration reduction, that should be also provided by the correct engine
distribution, control and election.
Maneuverability is a critical factor for the aerial vehicle. A vehicle able to move from
one way-point to another in minimal time and having the capability for hovering and
backward movement is required. Additionally, an important capability for a successful
execution of the mission is the possibility of hovering (staying in a determined position
for some undefined time). It should also be taken into account that the mission is
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performed in outdoor scenarios. These missions require robust systems, capable of
working under not favorable weather conditions.
Multi-rotor systems comply with all these characteristics: The multiple motors of
a quad-rotors or a hexacopters provide enough lift to carry increased payload systems.
At the same time, the robustness and reliability of the system are improved when
uncomplicated mechanisms are used. Moreover, a solution based on hex-rotors relies
on redundancy in case of failing one engine. Therefore, a multi-propeller solution
was selected as flying platform. The experiments were carried out with commercial
off-the-shelf quad-rotors from the German companies Ascending Technologies GmbH1
and AirRobot GmbH & Co2. A brief description is given prior to the quad-rotors
illustration on Table 5.1.
The software drivers from ASCTEC platforms are provided by the company, plus
tutorials for customizing the platform 3. The Software Development Kit (SDK) provide
a low-level interface with the platform core. It enable reading and sending data and
interface other devices. The platform can also be controlled through an external
processor that can access to the navigation sensors and send commands. Moreover,
there are several open-source software libraries and modules based in ASCTEC platforms
for planning and control applications. Regarding airRobot platforms, there are no
open-source software available. Although, airRobot multi-rotors users could always
request the drivers to the company.
5.1.2 Payload
The payload is the instrumentation, processing unit and other general purpose devices
carried by an aerial vehicle. In this section the payload shipped on the quad-rotors is
discussed.
5.1.2.1 Digital camera
Most of the experiments realized were focus on remote sensing applications aimed at
performing surveying task by acquiring a set of images of a given objective. Therefore,
all the platforms have been endowed with digital camera. Some of the quad-rotors rely
1http://www.asctec.de
2http://www.airrobot.de
3http://wiki.asctec.de
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Table 5.1: Aerial units: Hummingbird, Pelican, AR100b, AR200.
The ASCTEC Hummingbird mainframe is composed of an AutoPilot board
that includes: LPC2146 ARM high-level (HL) processor, triple-axial compass
for measuring the vehicle’s heading, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and
Pressure sensor for attitude and altitude measurements respectively. A GPS
unit for geo-localization and low-level X-BLCD brushless motor controllers.
The ASCTEC pelican is literally an upgrade from the previous one since the
system core is the same. The main difference relies on the brushless motors that
have more power (160W maximum power each) than those from hummingbird
(80W maximum power each). Since it has more power, it will also relies on
higher payload capability.
The AR100b provides a 3-axis gyroscopes, accelerometer, and magnetometer,
a GPS, and a barometer. Moreover, it has a servo mounted in the mainframe,
which enables a commercial zoom digital camera to be tilted up to 100 degrees.
This instrumentation assures the platform stabilization, manual control, and
way-point navigation, as well to dispatch the commands from a software
mission planner set in the ground station, which enables the operation of the
robot at a higher level.
This hexacopter as the same functionalities as the AR100b quad-rotor. Indeed,
the core system, e.g., built-in sensors, communication protocol, is barely the
same. However, this version provides much more payload capacity, improved
camera integration, improved Video and downlink-data-control quality and
delay. Finally, has more flying stability, and thus, is a more secure platform.
on a place-holder or a structure to couple sensors, processing units, etc. such as the
ASCTEC Pelican. Moreover, others have already shipped a digital camera, which is
the case of the AR100b and AR200.
In order to incorporate the camera on the aerial system, a mechanical and electrical
integration process is requires: the mechanical integration aims to hold the camera and
enabling it to point downwards. The design of specific elements has to be entailed so as
to guarantee the robustness, ergonomics and safety of the ensemble. Nevertheless, this
necessary component places the camera away from the drones’ Center of Gravity (CoG).
It requires that the quad-rotor attitude should be projected to estimate the effect of
this deviation on the acquired image. Thus, the drone’s framework is projected by
using the Euler angles. Equation 5.1 presents the required transformations:
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Table 5.2: Aerial fleet parameters
Hummingbird Pelican AR100b AR200
Diametera [m] 0.63 0.65 1 2.20
Weight [Kg] 0.6 0.62 1.32 6.3b
Payload [Kg] 0.2 0.5 0.25 3
Autonomyc [min] 25 20 20 45
Wind load [m/s] 8 36 8 43
Max. velocity [Km/h] 50 50 50 43
a platform diameter
b with a 10Ah battery
c minimum values
T = Rotroll(α) ∗Rotpitch(β) ∗ Transl(Px,y,z) =

cos(β) 0 sin(β) Px
sin(α) ∗ sin(β) cos(α) −cos(β) ∗ sin(α) Py
t− cos(α) ∗ sin(β) sin(α) cos(α) ∗ cos(β) Pz
0 0 0 1
 (5.1)
where α and β represent the roll and pitch absolute angles, and Px,y,z is a tree
coordinates vector, which describes the distance from the CoG of the qua-drotor to
the CoG of the camera. For instance, if the ASCTEC hummingbird is employed (the
quad-rotor is shown in Table 5.1), this equation should be substituted with the following
values: Px = 0cm, Py = 9, 7cm and Pz = −2cm.
The camera selection should be also considered. In this sense, the mission sets
several requirements: Firstly, it is required to minimize the weight as much as possible.
However, the lenses should be bright enough and the sensor size as big as possible
-aspects completely antagonistic-. Since the drone is a dynamic object the images are
captured under a movement conditions. Therefore, a sort shutter speed is required in
order to minimize this effect and obtain clearer and sharper photographs. Nevertheless,
the higher the shutter speed is, the lower the illumination of the scene, requiring
a bright lens to compensate this effect. In this manner, a trade-off was required,
resulting, among others, the PENTAX Option S1 a good option. It has the following
characteristics:
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• Dimensions: 90 x 54 x 20mm
• Weight: 110g
• Lens: 28-140mm (35mm equiv.). f/3.9-5.7
• ISO sensitivity: 64 to 6.400 ISO
• Maximum image resolution: 4.288x3.216pixels
• Resolution: 14Mp
• Sensor: CCD 1/2.3in
• Maximum shutter speed: 1/6000s
• Image stabilizer: Yes (optic)
• Video recording: HD 720p
Finally, when evaluating and designing the system, the control modes and the
command exchange protocol should be taken into account Thus, a remote control that
allows operating the camera is required. In this direction, the PENTAX Option S1 relies
on a IR handler, which has been analyzed. Its protocol has been decrypted (see Figure
5.1), and replicated in an on-board device. It uses an independent full-duplex XBee
channel, connected to the base station, in order to allow the camera to be triggered
both manually and automatically. In this second mode -the predefined one-, the system
analyzes the quad-rotor navigation data provided by the controller, and commands the
acquisition according to the quad-rotor position, attitude and speed. Since the images
are acquired only when the figures are below a predefined threshold, it is possible to
guarantee a minimum correspondence between the images and the pose where were
taken. This assumed error is limited by the threshold imposed and restricted to the
drone’s navigation and control.
5.1.2.2 Additional devices and sensors
Regardless the usage of an image sensor, other sensors, e.g., temperature and gas
sensors, have been considered for the mapping application, i.e., heat maps and gas
distribution. Moreover, the load capacity must be distributed among the different
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Figure 5.1: IR remote control for PENTAX Option S1 triggering with a 38 KHz sample
frequency.
shipped devices, i.e., control unit, battery, sensing unit. A multi-sensor Aerial Remote
Sensing System (ARSS) was then developed for that end. The aspects taken in consideration
for its design were:
• Platform
• Sensors
• Payload distribution and design
The platform chosen to develop the first prototype is the ASCTEC pelican. This
quad-rotor can be easily configurable due to a central main frame made up balsam
wood and enabling to couple some carbon plates. In this way it is easy to ship
the quad-rotor with other devices and sensors, as well as manage several different
configuration depending on the application and environment. The Pelican is shipped
with an on-board CPU with several USB available to connect additional devices. Most
of the sensors mentioned rely on a low level interface whose signals must be processed.
Therefore, an additional microcontroller has also to be considered in order to connect
those sensors. The ARSS uses a compact version of the Arduino boards, - the Arduino
Nano 3.0 -, in order to reduce the weight and size of the system that will be shipped
on-board. Finally, all the software necessary to manage the ARSS middleware is open
source.
The ARSS sensors are conditioned by the phenomena measured and the final
application. However, a general criteria can be discussed.
The sensors selected should not be too sensitive to the interferences caused by
the aerial robot, e.g., vibrations, air flow, electromagnetic interferences caused by
commutations of the control system or by the actuators. They also must be as light
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and small as possible because the weight that the aerial robot is able to carry is limited.
It must also meet the requirements related to the sensed environment. For instance,
the acquisition of temperature will be made under middle temperature, pressure and
humidity conditions. Therefore, the sensors have to be as efficient as possible under
these conditions. A relatively fast response is required because the measures are made
while the robot is moving. Actually, the effective flying time is affected by delays on
the measurements. Moreover, accuracy has to be considered insofar as measures will
be made as fast as possible to enable high resolution maps building.
An other important issue to address is the sensors and additional hardware allocation
in the platform. For what temperature sensors are concerned, two different - regarding
the Field-of-View (FOV) - infrared temperature sensors were considered: two 90◦ FOV
sensors and three 10◦ FOV sensors. The ARSS must be able to measure data in all
directions. Therefore, it is desirable to have the sensors set up on the edges of the robot,
as far as possible from each other and symmetrically (opposed arms of the quad-rotor),
sensors pointing upwards, as well as downwards.
The following configuration has been selected:
• One 90◦ FOV sensor on the top of the tower of the Pelican to measure the
temperature downwards.
• Two 10◦ FOV sensors respectively on the left arm and the right arm, oriented to
ground, in order to perform the ground temperature mapping while moving the
robot. The distance between the sensors is around 40 cm, so that their measured
areas do not overlay each other when the robot is 2m high. It enables to perform
a quite large “scan” of the ground.
• One 90◦ FOV sensor is set up on the plastic protection in the front arm to measure
the temperature in front of the robot.
• One 10◦ FOV sensor is set up on the plastic protection on the back arm to measure
the temperature behind the robot.
On the other hand, the gas sensors arrangement on the platform should be such that
the measurements are the minimum as possible affected by the turbulence produced by
the helices of the propellers. Based on a computational fluid dynamics model presented
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in (71) it is possible to realize that the center of the quad-rotor is the allocation where
the propellers turbulence is minimal. Thus, it can be concluded that the optimum place
is the central part of the balsam wood main frame. This configuration also facilitates
connecting sensors to the microcontroller. Figure 5.2 shows the sensors and devices
arrangement on-board.
Figure 5.2: Sensor arrangement and assembly on-board.
The platform was validated indoor by measuring the temperature values that are
above and in front the platform during the flight. In the first trial the pelican flew over
a heater, and in the second trial it was maneuvered closer and away from people nearby.
The data was recorded and analyzed after the flight. The temperature variations versus
the heat sources positions verify the ARSS workability.
5.1.3 Ground station and communications
The Ground station is made up of by the communication devices and a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) for real-time information of the mission. For the AR-100 quad-rotor, a
graphical interface was developed to fulfill the needs of a friendly-user experience. On
the other hand, the hummingbird already provides a GUI which enables some basic
functionalities for mission supervision. Should be highlighted that the aerial units have
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a communication range around 1km. Figure 5.3 shows the base station for experimental
setup and the general purpose Graphical User Interface (GUI).
Figure 5.3: Ground-PC station and the Graphical User Interface provisioned to the user.
5.2 Software development and implementation
This section enhance some of the software developed to put in practice the approaches
and methods proposed with the physical robots.
5.2.1 Simulation environments
Working in field robotics and particularly with MUAV is a very difficult task. Although
commercial quad-rotors come with many off-the-shelf features they need some work
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around. The experiments are subject to weather conditions and other logistics issues.
The time slot to do experiments is usually short. Therefore, having a tool to simulate
the missions beforehand is an advantage. In this section, a simulation environment was
set to test the approaches proposed.
Simulations have been conducted in the Virtual Robot Experimentation Platform
(v-rep). V-rep is a powerful simulator which includes a lot of tools, e.g., robots, sensors.
Environment can be built with obstacles, persons, furniture, etc. V-rep also enables
programming in several different languages. Moreover, V-rep has also a open source
software licensing when used for educational purpose. Virtual robots have their physical
behavior programmed in a file called script and written in LUA. In V-rep all robot
control are defined in this script. All come with a standard script which can be lately
edited. V-rep enables users to manipulate virtual robots, among other ways, in the
following manners: standard script (or modifying the existing one), plugins, ROS nodes.
So the user can choose the one it prefers or choose according to the needs it has in
a particular project. This simulator is very useful to test algorithms and approaches
applied to robots before trying it in the real systems. The simulator plays an important
role in the development phase mainly when working with quad-rotors. Because it can
avoid unexpected behaviors, robot crashes (i.e. saving lots of money) or even people
injuries. For example, the quad-rotor that comes in v-rep by default has a well defined
dynamic model, likewise an attitude and position control. Those can be edited and
improved as stated before. Therefore, a new prototype can be designed in a rapid
and efficient way, because the quad-rotor script and the graphical interface are directly
linked. V-rep includes several ROS-Services as well, so its easy to communicate and
control the virtual quad-rotor from ROS, (72).
5.2.2 Node-based architecture
Robot Operating System (ROS) is a open source framework that provides a set of tools
for developing robot applications. ROS runs under Linux operating systems, although
there are some initiatives to extend it to other operation systems, such as Windows and
Mac Os. It is a powerful software to control communications among different systems or
robots. It can be seen as a peer-to-peer network of processes, and can work with many
different programming languages, in particular C++ and Python. Indeed, the programs
can be written in those languages thanks to the libraries roscpp and rospy. ROS offers
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some advantages such as: Open software, each user is free to make copies and share it,
even modify the software; multi-lingual, allows users to program in several languages,
this is possible because it use a language-neutral interface definition language (IDL) to
describe messages sent between modules; thin, it is not heavy software. In each software
module a file called manifest is defined. In this file the libraries and tools needed to
develop an application are set. So ROS will be as heavy as you need. To understand
how ROS works, first we need to explain four important elements: Nodes, messages,
topics and services. Nodes are processes that perform computation, each system may
be composed of many of them. Messages can be of different types and with a specific
structure. Messages are sent by nodes and published to a given topic. They work as
connection link between nodes. The nodes can publish and subscribe to many topics.
There can be a topic with more than one node publishing and subscribing on it at
the same time. Services are composed by one string name and a pair of defined type
messages, one is the request and the other is the response. Nodes use services when a
request-reply like communications is need. Each time a service is called, a request is
sent and then the service returns a response, (73).
This section proposes a node-based architecture (defined under the ROS standards).
The modular architecture presented is composed of a set of nodes that can work
individually, and can be easily exported to other systems. Moreover, tools to carry
out the complete coverage mission both in simulation, and real scenarios are provided.
Figure 5.4 illustrates a schematic from the architecture addressed herein.
The navigation concept might have slightly different meanings in robotics. However,
in this particular case is understood as the motion of a robot over the workspace
and a set of actions within it. Thus, the idea is to have a dispatcher node that
is able to send commands (e.g. position and orientation, orientation, shot camera)
and receive (e.g. velocity, acceleration, image) data from the quad-rotor. Another,
important feature of the dispatcher node is the versatility. It has to enable switching
from the v-rep simulator or to the real platform each time the user chooses to use one
or another. A node to control the v-rep quad-rotor was created. This node will use
the ROS-Services available in v-rep, as well as user defined services. Basically, this
node uses a message interpreter for and from the simulator. Usually a vector of state
(position and orientation) will be send when this service is called. Then, the robot
will fly from one position to another position with a determinate orientation. A photo
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Figure 5.4: Main nodes and relationships on the current architecture.
will be taken in each position and saved into the computer. Like the v-rep quad-rotor,
many commercial off-the-shelf quad-rotors come with an in-built position control which
allows the user to send position commands, also known as way-points. Finally, there
are already some quad-rotor nodes available for ROS which handle data read from the
quad-rotors and send data to it. Most of them were designed to work with known
quad-rotors from Ascending Technologies, e.g., Pelican and Hummingbird.
The Aerial Mission Planner (AMP) is another node divided in two layers. The
first layer is responsible for computing the best MUAV heading, before any planning.
The heading is computed in a way that the effective area of coverage is minimized.
After that, the field is sampled and the MUAV trajectory computed. The second layer
addresses the robot path planning. This node will have a set of input parameters,
e.g. sensor specifications, mission requisites, as well as the workspace characteristics.
The output from this node is a vector of poses. The coverage trajectory can be
computed with any of the approaches presented in Chapter 4 for workspaces with
free and forbidden zones.
5.2.3 Visualization nodes
A set of visualization nodes were developed with the purpose of building and mapping
the data acquired during the aerial surveys. The software developed provides a rapid
way to build a map with the data acquired in the surveys. The nodes use raw data
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to build the maps. The map building approaches do not use many transformations -
low processing - and is rather based in simple data allocations methods. Consequently,
the maps accuracy was not tested or provided. The most significant advantages when
using this nodes are:
• Closed loop software architecture. The overall architecture can be tested by
introducing a set of defined inputs. The output is addressed by the visualization
toolbox as the final result.
• Is provided by using an approximate high resolution map with the data acquired
in real time.
• It minimizes the mission time window. In case there is any sort of problem during
the survey, e.g., incomplete data, the problem can be identified in situ in a rapid
way.
There are currently two options for map building: Image mosaic and Heat maps.
The first builds a high resolution image from a set of images that are rectified and then
stitched together. The former returns a temperature gradient.
5.2.3.1 Mosaicking
Two simple ROS based mosaicking nodes were developed. An off-line node using the
OpenCV Stitcher class and an on-line node which only use attitude given by inertial
sensors and displacements in meters on the UTM coordinate system. The UAV is
supposed to fly at a fair height so we can take the terrain as an approximately plain
field. Errors caused by terrain elevation are ignored.
The off-line Software node provides a way of building a mosaic from an input
formed by a number of captured images. For this purpose we used the OpenCV function
Stitcher. This function automatically rectifies the images by feature detection and
matching. The biggest drawback of this approach is the computational power required
in order to achieve its purpose, specially when dealing with high resolution pictures.
The mosaicing off-line procedure is shown in Figure 5.5.
On the other hand, the goal of the on-line Software is to use the least amount of
computational power and provide a live pano output after each capture. The MUAV
flies from way-point to way-point. On each way-point it takes a picture and records it
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Figure 5.5: Stitcher Flow
positions and attitude lectures from the on-board sensors. This data is published and
received by a node called Mosaicingnode. This node is able to process input images
within a Cartesian coordinate system. This coordinate system is the most suitable to
made rectifications.
This node is subscribed to the following topics: Counter, Coordinates, and Camera/Image.
The functions used so far are:
• Mosaicing, it is called inside the function.
• Imagecallback, it processes the new information and updates the pano.
• Overlay Image, it overlays the new image over the last pano, creating a new pano.
It is called inside the function Mosaicing.
• Imagecallback, here the new image is received.
• Coordcallback, here the new image’s parameters are received. The parameters are
treated as variable type Pose. They consist of a position for the UTM coordinates
and a quaternion for the attitude (convert to Yaw, Pitch and Roll).
In order to translate the meters of the UTM to pixels a series of operations are
applied. From the flight height and the focal length f of the camera, some variables of
interest can be obtained. The scale s is given by,
s =
height× 103
f
(5.2)
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The distance between the center of two pixels in our image is denoted as the Ground
Sampling Distance (GSD). The GSD is given by,
GSD = s× PixelSide (5.3)
,where PixelSide is the size of the pixel’s in millimeters. Finally, the displacement
in pixels knowing it in meters from the UTM coordinates is obtained as follow,
dpixel =
dmeters × 103mm
GSDmm
(5.4)
Figure 5.6: New images are overlaid onto the current pano
The first image that arrives as input will be placed in the center of the pano. Its
position is saved as future reference for the following images. Its height is also saved
as reference to preserve the scale. The function Overlayimage has as input a variable
type Point(x,y), which coincides with the coordinate (0,0) of the incoming image. The
distance in x and y between the new image and the reference is applied by the size of
the coordinates of Point(x,y). In order to have a uniform scale among images, the size
of each image is adjusted depending on the height in which the capture is made. This is
accomplished by a translation matrix that we will introduce along with the operations
related to the attitude. In fact X and Y terms in this matrix will be zero and Z will
be the vertical shift.
T =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 vs
0 0 0 1
 (5.5) vs = amean × heightzorigin (5.6)
In equation 5.6, amean represents the mean of the two focal lengths in x and y,
obtained by the calibration of the camera; zorigin is the height of the first photo; and
height is the height of the current capture.
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Our goal is to build a mosaic as uniform and flat as possible. So, it is assumed
that the images will be captured in a perfect perpendicular direction to the floor.
Nevertheless, in reality this is not possible due to the perturbations acting on the UAV.
This is why we apply a rotation transformation R. This procedure will correct the
deformation of the picture and preserve the coherence. Note that the Pitch and Roll
angles are supposed to be extremely small. The UAV is expected to fly with a fixed
heading and it will make the captures just when is stabilized at the designed position.
Nevertheless, it must be taken into account that there is an error of position due to
the possible tilt, which increase proportionally to the height. This aspect is not yet
considered in our node. In order to apply this matrices to the new incoming images
it is necessary to transform them into a 3-dimensional space. Therefore, the following
matrices are needed:
P1 =

1 0 −w/2
0 1 −h/2
0 0 0
0 0 1
 (5.7) P2 =
ax 0 w/2 00 ay h/2 0
0 0 1 0
 (5.8)
In matrices 5.7 and 5.8, w and h correspond to width and height of the picture
in pixels. In matrix 5.8, ax and ay are the focal length in pixels, obtained by the
calibration of the camera.
Finally, a single matrix is obtained from the vertical shift and rotation transformations
in the three axes as follows:
Transf = P2 · (T · (R · P1)) (5.9)
The transformation given by the matrix Transf is applied to each image. The
OpenCV function that addresses this transformation is the function warpPerspective.
5.2.3.2 Heat maps
This node has been implemented to address the graphical representation of the temperature
values over the robot position on the workspace. This is the node that is responsible
for creating a map of temperatures. One of its functions is to establish a range for each
RGB color temperature linearly. Thus, the node receives a temperature and a position
given by the robot and issues a color and a position to be represented.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: Heat maps node: a) Diagram with nodes and topics of ROS used to simulate
the temperature, b) Heat map showing random temperatures in a grid based sampled
workspace.
5.3 Real applications
The next section presents a set of field robots reports from outdoor experiments with
single and multi robot systems. The experiments carried out focus mainly on experiments
dedicated to aerial mapping applied to precision agriculture: Frost monitoring and
Weed management. Nevertheless, they can be extended to other remote sensing applications.
An additional experiment with a fleet of ground robots is presented to give a different
study case and prove the extendability and adaptability of the approaches developed.
5.3.1 Frost monitoring
The study case presented herein is based on a vineyard parcel, since irregular shape
fields are more challenging for addressing the related problem. Mosaicking procedures
can be applied in vineyards parcels for weeding, frost monitoring, fruit analysis, as well
as for measuring other biophysical parameters of interest.
In this section, the experimental results concerning to the image survey mission with
a quad-rotor endowing a digital camera are presented. The agricultural field chosen to
put in practice the aforementioned approach is a vineyard parcel located in Belmonte
del tajo, near Madrid, Spain. The agricultural field with an irregular shape is shown
in Figure 5.8
5.3.1.1 Aerial remote sensing
In order to plan the coverage mission, a geo-referenced image from the target field
should be obtained from a GIS database. The orhtophoto used to plan the mission is
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Figure 5.8: Vineyard parcel with approximately 63765m2(195x327m) and geographic
coordinates 40◦06′47.43′′N and 3◦17′02.33′′W .
depicted in Figure 5.9. The following areas have been delimited: 1) field boundaries
(solid yellow), 2) area of interest where the data are going to be acquired (solid blue),
3) undesired patches (dashed red).
Figure 5.9: Workspace definition inside the agricultural field.
The workspace is then decomposed considering its properties, the mosaic requirements
and the digital camera parameters according to the methods described in Chapter 3.
Those values are summarized in Table 5.3.
The aforementioned values provide information enough to compute the number
of cells on which the workspace is decomposed, the real size of each cell and the
height above the ground required to ensure the previous requirements. Thus, the
real size of the cells projected on the ground is computed by using the values from
Table 5.3.a-b, resulting squared cells of 32,16 m. The number of photographs required
to map the agricultural field are obtained by taking into account this value and the
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Table 5.3: Mapping values considered in the workspace decomposition.
(a) Mosaic requirements
Spatial resolution Image overlapping
1 cm/pixel 5%
(b) Digital camera characteristics
Image resolution ds f
10M (3216x3216 pixels) 35mm 50mm
(c) Workspace
size
Width Length
195m 327m
information given in the Table 5.3.c. Therefore, the workspace is decomposed in 60
cells (6x10). Finally, the last parameter to be obtained is the quad-rotor flight altitude,
which is computed applying Equation 3.4, the values from Table 5.3.b and the previous
computed real cell size (d). The altitude (h) computed turned out to be 45.94 m (∼ 46
m).
Moreover, there are areas that are not intended to be covered. Which means that
there are points with no information of interest where the quad-rotor does not have
to pass by. It could be a patch without cultivation, or with some kind of agricultural
infrastructure or machinery inside. After well defining which and which not are the
points within the environment to be considered for mapping, the mission planner
computes the flight trajectory as detailed in Section 4.5.1.
The vineyard parcel is shown decomposed in a grid-based fashion in Figure 5.10.
From 60 cells, just 25% of them were not been considered in the coverage trajectory. The
coverage path was computed considering an initial and final position, which are typically
near to the base station where all equipment and ground personal are allocated. The red
square on the picture depicts the base station localization in the grid. Furthermore, the
blue dotted line represents a small trajectory carried by the quad-rotor after finishing
the coverage mission and coming to the initial point (as well final) of the mission
(coming home procedure).
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Figure 5.10: Path generated by the mission planner.
The coverage trajectory depicted in Figure 5.10 can be sent to the quad-rotor and
the mission carried out. In addition to the X and Y coordinates, the Z has to be set
corresponding to the computed height. An offset of 9 m was added to the vehicle height
in order to compensate the height estimation accuracy and ensure the overlapping rate.
Moreover, the cruise speed was also set to 3 m/s. The real trajectory performed by the
quad-rotor is shown in Figure 5.11 (blue solid line). The resulting coverage path relies
on 21 turns with predefined start and goal positions. The overall heading rotation cost
can be expressed as,
Γ = 4× Γ135◦ + 13× Γ90◦ + 4× Γ45◦ + 28× Γ0◦ (5.10)
The overall coverage mission was accomplished in 660s, with 82% of effective aerial
coverage and 18% of system assessment and ground station setup. Table 5.4 sums up
a set of metrics measured after flight.
Figure 5.11: Quad-rotor real flight trajectory over the vineyard parcel.
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Metrics measured after flight
Turns Coverage Time Setup Time Path Length Height Speed
(s) (s) (m) (m) (m/s)
21 540 120 1546 55 3
Table 5.4: Results obtained in the coverage mission.
5.3.1.2 Image acquisition and mosaicing
In the last stage of the process, all the resources generated in the previous phases
have to be combined. As a result, a global image of the current environment could
be obtained by joining the set of images acquired during the flight. Nevertheless, due
to the errors set by the real operation, a sequential combination of the photographs
is not enough. In order to get a good performance, both image pre-processing and
post-processing are mandatory. By other hand, accurate methods are usually heavy
and slow, not allowing real time responses, as needed for example in robot cooperation.
Thus, a method for increase the handling speed is actually advisable. In this direction,
a refinement process have been implemented in four simple steps, and takes advantage
of their individual simplicity for providing a faster response.
First step starts with navigation data analysis, in order to perform the initial image
alignment: whenever a photograph is taken, the quad-rotor associates the information
in the flight registers with the picture acquired in that moment. This data, provided
by the Flight Control System (FCS), is not only made of GPS coordinates, but also
orientation and attitude estimation. Despite of the errors and bias, the correlation
of this information allows to place every photograph in a relative sketch. Figure
5.12 presents the results obtained in the first approach. Although the images are
correctly placed, it is possible appreciate that many crop rows do not match. It is
due to the measurement and calibration errors, and is inherent to the system. The
accuracy provided by the instrumentation sets up a concrete leeway. The definition
of a Maximum Error Allowed figure/threshold imposes the maximum displacement on
the sticking process. Additionally, it could be also noticed that the different exposure
levels make difficult the matching process and the later identification attempts.
The second step is in charge of rectifying the deformations and distortions derived
from the drone’s attitude in the acquisition time: Non-zero roll and pitch angles require
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Figure 5.12: Photograph combination basing on the flight data provided by the
quad-rotor for each single image.
a projection correction in order to compensate the vertical drift. In this sense, the
acquisition height has to be considered, since the projection error is directly related
with the flight altitude. This procedure warps each image according to its attitude
parameters (see Appendix B for further details).
In the last step, a visual enhance algorithms have been used for improving the
mosaic quality and fusion. The manual adjustment of sharpening, contrast and color
temperature has allowed to highlight the crop rows and plants in the scenario, making
easier the characteristics recognition. Soften and blurring algorithms have been also
applied in order to smooth the borders between images. The Figure 5.13 shows the final
composition after implementing the mentioned techniques. It should be considered that
the inner area without coverage (highlighted with the red circle) is the one prohibited
in the path planning, so the absence of data is fully justified.
Finally, as a verification process,the resulting image have been compared with the
expected one (provided by other GIS systems). In this case, a matching process have
been carried out, with the satellite image (see Figure 5.14). It has allowed a fine
adjustment in the geo-referenciation of the mosaic. In this way, some minor errors in
the perspective, due to bias in the calibration of system, have been also corrected.
5.3.1.3 Multi-MUAV remote sensing
In this section, the results of missions performed in a vineyard farming site using the
aforementioned system are presented. The goals of the experiments are twofold:
1. To provide an useful field-report in terms of using this system as a practical
approach for aerial sampling in precision agriculture involving a complex scenario
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Figure 5.13: Final composition after applying the visual enhancing algorithms.
(Vineyard). Since vineyards are normally located in hilly regions, their shape can
be quite irregular. In this case, area partitioning might not be trivial, and an
sophisticate area partitioning algorithm like the one proposed in (43) provides an
useful tool.
2. To demonstrate the simplicity and robustness of the system architecture in terms
of flight control and accuracy of crop field sampling.
In order to evaluate the experimental results according to the goals previously
mentioned, a set of metric variables are introduced. These metrics are conceived in
order to analyze the performance of the vehicles during and after the mission. Tables 5.5
and 5.6 summarize these metrics: TM is the total mission time, including deployment
and set up time; TL is the set up time; TC is the total flight time; TE is the time
the vehicles are actually flying between way-points; TE¯ is the time the UAVs spent
hovering over a way-point and P is the length of the coverage path.
Finally, since sub-areas borders will not be sampled, an end-user oriented metric
called the quality of service index is measured which indicates the percentage of the
field actually surveyed. An upper bound (UB) of unvisited cells can be estimated for
the security strips as follows. For simplicity, let the area be discretized in a N ×M
grid, N < M . The maximum number of border lines is equal to the number of robots
R. The maximum length of a line is equal to the diagonal. In a discrete world, the
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between the generated image and the expected one, provided
by a GIS system.
Table 5.5: Metrics during mission flight
Variable Description
PE Position error tracking
HE Altitude error tracking
VW Wind disturbance
Table 5.6: Metrics after mission
flight
Variable Description
TM Mission time of completion
TL Grounded time
TC Coverage time of completion
TE Effective time of coverage
TE¯ Non effective time of coverage
P Coverage path
length in cells of the diagonal equal to M , hence,
UB =
R ·M
N ·M =
R
N
. (5.11)
We refer to the value UB/(N ·M)(%) as a quality of service index. In our experiments,
N = M = 10;R = 3, and a maximum of 30% of the cells will be security zone and
therefore will not be visited (actual values ranges from 14% to 20%, see next section).
Note that in crop field sampling, 100% sampling is not needed. Conventional sampling
methods currently used are based on far lower sampling rates.
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Experimental Setup
Experiments were carried out using a team composed of three quad-rotors: i) two
ASCTEC Hummingbird and ii) the AR100 quad-rotor. The experimental setup is
explained in the workflow of Figure 5.15.
Figure 5.15: Overall system flowchart.
In terms of communication architecture (see Figure 5.16), the base station computer
receives and send data to AR100 through a RS-232 down-link and up-link which
operates between 2.3-2.5 GHz. The quad-rotor can also be tele-operated through a
Radio Control (RC) system that relies on 9 available channels and operates at 35 MHz.
Additionally, a video transmission downlink at 688 MHz is also set to receive video
images acquired by the digital camera. Moreover, using the Software development kit
(SDK) provided by ASCTEC, the backstepping+FST control approach runs on-board
the hummingbird HL processor using a sample rate of 30 samples per second. GPS
position loop is set at 1Hz, whereas Inertial Measurement (IMU) loop is set at 100Hz
(the maximum transfer rate of the IMU data can be set to 1kHz using the serial
interface). All data generated by the IMU is sent to the ground PC-station via wireless
data link (XBee 2.4GHz module) for data analyses and user visualization purposes. In
terms of user supervision is important to highlight that mission can be manually aborted
using the GUI. For this reason, two procedures can be followed: i) the quad-rotor has
to remain in hovering maneuver waiting for manual flight, or ii) the quad-rotor will
return to the home-point (beginning of the mission) autonomously.
The steps followed in order to performed a survey mission are:
1. The operator defines the target mission field by selecting the area’s vertices on a
geo-referenced image;
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Figure 5.16: Overall communication architecture.
2. The vertices are passed to the negotiation algorithm, that produces the area
subdivision and assignment (at this stage, the characteristics of the robots employed
such as endurance and cameras’ FOV are hard-coded in the workflow);
3. The sub-areas are discretized and then area’s bounds are computed, taking into
account the required resolution and camera parameters;
4. Cells containing obstacles (e.g. water well, irrigation systems, etc.) and sub-areas
bounding cells are marked as no-fly-zone;
5. Coverage paths for each sub-area are calculated;
6. Flight plans (list of way-points) are sent to the robots;
7. Mission is simulated (optional step using a Matlab-based simulator depicted in
Figure 5.17)
8. Mission starts.
Given the limited sensing and processing capabilities of the robots employed, direct
perception for avoiding collisions during flight is not feasible. On the other hand,
communication of the positions is not feasible since vehicles do not have direct communication
during the mission, and indirect communication through base station is not recommendable
due to high risk of radio interferences.
Thus, with simplicity and effectiveness in mind, collision avoidance is achieved
through a basic principle: Sub-areas bounds define a security zone: vehicles are not
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Workstation setup
Mission assignment and 
validation 
Mission execution
Mission Real-time 
feedback
Figure 5.17: Steps performed for a real mission
allowed to enter it.
Experimental set-up and pre-flight phases
The target of this experiment was to verify the system under Precision Agriculture
(PA) common conditions, so adverse situations were set up: rough terrain irregularities
with different slopes, uneven perimeter and different wind conditions could be found
depending on the subarea and the altitude considered. It should be also highlighted that
the perimeter configures a non-convex area, so as to validate the approach presented.
This complex environment was inscribed in a rectangle (see Figure 5.19.1). Therefore,
the workspace for this experiment was defined as a 63765m2-rectangular area, where
general parameters are set-up as:
• Field size approx.: 330 × 200 meters
• Grid size: 10 × 10 cells
• Cell size: 32.7 × 20 meters
According to the workflow, the fist step in the process is to divide the workspace
in as many adjacent areas as quad-rotors available. Figure 5.18 (a) shows the three
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sub-areas resulting from this step. Next, flight plans are generated (Figure 5.18 (b)).
When mission has been simulated and the parameters for the CPP have been validated
(Figure 5.19.2), configuration data is sent to the corresponding drones. The strings
containing the way-points for each mission are loaded in the scheduler of the drones,
waiting for the mission-start signal. The division of the crop was done according to
each drone’s capabilities and specification. In this sense, it has been tried to avoid large
orographic changes within the same area, in order to make easier altitude’s control. The
AR100b has a larger endurance and hence a bigger area resulted form the negotiation.
That is why the turns for each area (see Table 5.7) are not divided equally. Nevertheless,
the computation time for every of them is similar since the greater effort is spent in the
heuristic computation, and also due to the backtracking properties of the algorithm.
Differences derive from the variety of directionalities of the propagation gradient and
the different number of cell in each zone.
Figure 5.18: Area subdivision and multi coverage path planning on the vineyard parcel.
a) Orthophoto illustrating the subdivided area, b) Discretization and area coverage. Note
that the target work space actually consists of 65 cells, of which 12 are borders (security
strips).
Table 5.7: Results obtained from multi coverage path planning on the vineyard parcel.
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3
Turns 9 8 20
Computation time [s] 0.15 0.02 0.02
Note that the actual target workspace consisted of 65 of the 10×10 cells of the area,
12 of which would not be sampled since they formed the sub-areas boundaries (cf. Fig.
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Fly to home
 point
(Experimental) quadrotors performing autonomous aerial crop sampling
Images taken from AV 
(onboard camera)
non-fly
zone
non-fly
zone
AV-1 (zone-1) 
AV-2 (zone-2)
AV-3 (zone-3)
Home-points
3. Mission Execution (experimental results):
1. Workspace assignment, negotiation and path planning: 2. Mission simulation and validation:
3D simulation of AVs using Backstepping+FST robust controller under 
windy conditions:
Figure 5.19: Detailed experimental workflow results of three quad-rotors performing
Vineyard field sampling and coverage.
5.18(b)). Thus, the quality of service in this experiment has been of 72% (18% of the
area was not sampled).
Flight Results
During the experiments, flight parameters have been monitored and logged constantly.
Results allowed to compare not only the performance of each individual drone, but also
the global behavior of the system when facing hard conditions. Figure 5.19.3 shows the
results of one test mission flight. In the following, we analyze the outcome of this test.
The main requirement that aerial vehicles must accomplish for a reliable imaging
survey is to have an accurate 3D positioning and be able to perform smooth trajectories
(addressed by a tuned velocity controller). This is important because aerial vehicles
have to acquire a set of geo-referenced images that will be processed by an image
mosaicking procedure that builds a map from the crop field surface.
Therefore, due to its relevance on this missions, the first parameter analyzed is
altitude. In Figure 5.20, the left Cartesian path shows the altitude evolution for each
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quad-rotor along the flight. As expected, the flatter surface provides a better results
(see first quad-rotor, in red). It also has a direct effect on battery evolution, reducing
peaks and maintaining a more stable discharging process. The mean altitude error as
shown in Table 5.8 had a major error of 3.35% which is acceptable for a outdoor mission
where the platforms are constantly subject to prevailing winds. It should be highlighted
that the altitude accuracy plays an important role in imaging surveys, because the
image samples must be taken from the ground at a determinate constant altitude. The
relationship between the camera field-of-view (FOV) and the aerial vehicle height above
the ground is given by τdτh =
Id
l where τd, τh, Id, l stands respectively to cell dimension,
aerial vehicle height, image dimension, focal length of the camera.
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Figure 5.20: (Experimental) Cartesian path (left), altitude tracking and power
consumption during flight (right)
Nevertheless, errors in altitude location are not directly related with the accuracy
on navigation over the XY Cartesian plane. Figure 5.21 shows the results obtained
in position tracking, where is actually useful to relate position tracking error’s charts
(top) with the experimental results over-layered on workspace assignment (bottom).
In this sense, it is possible to appreciate how maximum errors are connected with
sudden variations on quadrotor’s yaw axis (orientation). The best example comes
from the tracking error on zone 1. In this flight, the error increase almost six times
(t=0.05m, t=0.65m, t=1.2m) when the quad-rotor faces obtuse angles. (The same
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happens in zone 3 at t=4.7m.) Indeed, this justifies the difference between the errors
of the aforementioned zones in comparison to zone 2 with an upper bound of 1%.
Furthermore, this is also proven by relation between the number of turns performed
and the position error. The sub-area with more turns (zone 3), and consequently with
more yaw drifts presents a position error greater than the area with less turns (zone 2)
(see Table 5.8).
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Figure 5.21: (Experimental) Position tracking during flights.
As far as the flight speed accuracy is concerned, some preliminary tests have been
done through simulation. Their aim was to help the design and tuning process of the AV
controllers. During the simulations the vehicles were subject to wind speed of 10 m/s
in both x-axis and y-axis. The vehicles dynamics during the simulations perform well,
and thus it was proved through simulation that the control law was reliable enough to
handle the external perturbations entered in the control loop. Therefore, each system
was programmed with this control law.
However, real performance was not as good as expected. The reason for this
behavior are the winding streams the vehicles are exposed to. Such winds are typical
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in hilly zones and can achieve peaks much greater than 10m/s1.
For the purpose of our mission this drawback can affect a system in the following:
when a AV is hovering over a way-point, because the drone must maintain it position
to provide a clean and accurate image, and when flying between way-points, because
the AV shall perform a smooth trajectory in order to optimize flight time and power
consumption. Velocity errors are shown in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5.22: Simulation (left) VS Experimental results (right) of velocity tracking.
Table 5.8: Resume with the metrics measured during the flights
No. href h hE Vref V Vw
2 PE
3
(m) (m) (%) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (%)
1 20 20.67 3.35 5 3.22 13 2.3
2 30 29.95 0.02 5 2.97 13 1.5
3 30 29.69 1.03 5 2.41 13 2.5
2 wind speed measured at base station
3 error accurately measured using the Vincenty’s formula (74)
Another important detail in a coverage mission is the overall time of completion.
A comprehensive analysis is provided in the following. The time of completion of the
1In one occasion, during one mission a strong wind stream lifted one vehicle to a more that 100
meters altitude. The vehicle eventually landed some 500 meters away form the base station.
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overall mission can be decomposed in coverage time and setup time. Moreover, coverage
time can be decomposed into effective and non-effective time.
The coverage time is the time devoted to the purpose of the mission, which is in
this case is area coverage. However, to accomplish such mission, there is a factor, ofter
underestimated and seldom mentioned, which is the human effort on the mission setup.
Although the AV are full autonomous platforms, each one must have an experienced
pilot and/or a ground base operator which supervises the mission. In this sense, we are
adopting a configuration similar to the one proposed in (75), where a pilot is in charge
of supervising (and, if necessary, teleoperating) the UAVs, and a mission specialist is in
charge of supervising the mission. Indeed, the typical and safer modality is to have two
persons in charge for each drone. The pilot is responsible of supervising the mission
from the ground and switch from the automatic to manual mode in case there is some
system failure or emergency. The base-station operator is in charge of supervising
the mission at a highest level (i.e. monitoring all the navigation data in real time).
Although there is not a specific security legislation applied to mini aerial vehicles, this
measure is mandatory for a safe experimentation.
The mission presented here was carried out by three pilots and two base-station
operators. Table 5.9 shows the time dedicated before and after the mission with the
AVs. It is interesting to observe that the setup time increases with the area to coverage
(i.e. geographic area). Even though, is obvious that some platforms require more time
to setup than others. This includes preliminary flights, communications (e.g. ensure
that the respective ground stations are receiving and sending data).
As mentioned before, the coverage time is composed of an effective and non effective
time. The effective time is the absolute time the aerial vehicle is moving between
way-points until the final coverage trajectory is performed. The non effective time,
is the overall time hovering over the way-points. The results obtained also shown
that both effective and non effective time increase with the number of way-points per
sub-area.
The final remarks about the field tests performed can be summarized as follow:
• the navigation in the X-Y plane is affected by the number of turns M
• the coverage time increases with number of turns and the number of way-points
(however, note that the number of turns are not related to the number of way-points);
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• around 50% of the overall mission time was devoted to system assessment and
setup.
Table 5.9: Resume with the metrics measured after the flight
No. TE TE¯ TC TL TM P
2 Battery3
(s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (m) (%)
1 141 42 183 282.76 465.76 373.74 7.64
2 151 45 196.43 81.85 278.28 339.75 8.399
3 213 75 288.02 313.25 601.27 650.52 12.39
2 information obtained from a geo-referenced image with a precision of ±3m
3 relative battery consumption
5.3.1.4 Cooperative remote sensing
In this section an experiment with a collaborative system made up of a WSN (Wireless
Sensor Network) and an aerial robot is presented. The system proposed was designed
to overcome the problem of deploying a fully connected WSN in a large and fragmented
crop field (76). However, the system is scalable and can also be used as a supporting
tool for mapping wide areas using aerial coverage, since a study demonstrating the
viability of using a MUAV carying a WSN dynamic node is provided.
The core feature of our system is a dynamic mobile node carried by an aerial robot,
which ensures communication between sparse clusters located at fragmented parcels and
a base station. This system allows overcoming some limitations of the wireless networks
in areas with such characteristics. The use of a dedicated communication channel
enables data routing to/from unlimited distances. The proposed system provides an
additional functionality in aerial coverage missions where the goal is not only images
acquisition, but also the acquisition of other biophysical parameters.
Considering that the target workspace is not a single but a set of non-convex land
areas - denoted as parcels - cultivated, isolated without the possibility of establishing
a communication infrastructure among them, should be defined as a system that will
be able to monitor a set of biophysical interesting variables in near real-time (i.e.
frequently enough to prevent crop damages) and dispatch the information collected to
a predefined end-user(s) or base-station(s).
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Hence, from the communications point of view, each parcel will address a cluster
that can be set up by one or several WSN nodes. Clusters are represented as a unique
access point, since inside the cluster, nodes communicate among them using a mesh
topology. In order to cope with the limitations of the conventional WSN, such as short
communication range, energy consumption, limited processing, storage capacity and
low bandwidth, a hybrid system made up of three different elements is proposed:
1. Sensing system (WSN). It is made up of a split ground static wireless sensor
network, which monitors the crop acquiring information in an intelligent manner
(i.e. optimal sampling, storing and routing).
2. Mobile node. Stationary nodes are combined with a mobile node carried by a
mini aerial vehicle, employed as a remote dynamic data collector.
3. Long distance communications. Finally, the system is endowed with a packet
oriented mobile data service connection, which provides a long distance communication
channel.
A scheme of the system layout over the parcels is shown in Figure 5.23.
Figure 5.23: An illustrative example of the overall remote sensing mission.
The sensor network is responsible for acquiring on-ground relevant information and
communicating the data to the base station, using WSN nodes (aka, motes). The
motes are small devices equipped with sensors, processing systems and communications
resources. The points to be taken into account are data acquisition operation, time and
requirements for the communication systems, field dimensions in relation with nodes
and sensors, crop requirements, etc.
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Since the whole field-monitoring network is split in several clusters of different sizes,
every part of the field shall be monitored by one or several clusters formed by one or
more WSN nodes. The motes will acquire information from the soil, weather and/or
crop status. These data will be relayed to the base station when an air vehicle flies
over each cluster, sending the packets through a relaying node on the aerial drone.
The operator is able to enter in the control loop at any time by using the radio
control or through a Graphical User Interface (GUI) developed for the assessment of
the mission proposed. The mission can also be manually aborted using the GUI. In this
case, two procedures can be followed: i) the quad-rotor will remain in hovering waiting
for operator commands or ii) the quad-rotor will return to the home-point (beginning
of the mission) autonomously.
In order to cope with the requirements of the mission such as dealing with the
problem of long distances between the vineyard parcels and the base station, a packet-oriented
mobile data connection oriented service based in General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
has been adopted in order to communicate the drone with the base station.
Experimental results have shown that this approach provides many advantages
for mapping wide areas supported by WSN technologies. Details from the trials are
presented in Appendix C.
5.3.2 Weed management
This set of experiments presented in this section were carry out under the final demo
of the RHEA project1 (further information about the project is discussed in (77)).
The goal of the final demo is to acquire aerial images over an early stage crop field
with two multi-rotors. The images are used to build high-resolution mosaics which
are then processed to identify weed patches. Moreover, after identified, the patches
are georeferenced and their coordinates sent to ground robot units endowed with
end-effectors for weed control.
The most relevant experiments realized during the project are: Pre-demo, Integration
and Final demo. The results obtained in each middlestone concerning to the aerial units
and step-by-step improvements are reported in the next sections.
1http://www.rhea-project.eu/
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5.3.2.1 Mission setup
The experiments were carry out in different fields from the Centre for Automation and
Robotics (CAR) and Institute for Sustainable Agriculture (ISA) in Arganda del Rey,
Madrid, Spain. The field was sowed cropped previously with maize and winter cereal.
Additionally some weeds patches were sowed over the field at determinate positions.
The experimental fields were configured in such a way that the surveys were performed
during the crops early stage to be possible to identify the weed patches. Figure 5.24
shows the shadowed areas where the experiments took placed.
Figure 5.24: Fields where the experiments took place during the development of RHEA
project.
As previously mentioned, the main goal of the aerial surveys is to provide the system
with arrays of images to build a mosaic and generate a high resolution image. Moreover,
the resultant image has to have resolution enough to be possible to identify weed patches
(or even other biophysical parameters). Therefore, there are two parameters to consider
in the aerial planning: Spatial resolution, the number of pixels used to represent a
determinate measure of area; Image overlapping, the percentage of image common in
two consecutive images in the stitching process. The requirements used are shown in
Table 5.10
After that, the aerial survey is computed accordingly to with the mission requirements,
information provided from the digital cameras and characteristics from the workspace.
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Table 5.10: Aerial survey requirements.
Spatial resolution Image overlapping
1 cm/pixel 60%
Before computing the flying trajectories two security borders have been defined around
the workspace1:
border Flight area within which the AirRobot may not exceed during its operation.
If the drone crosses this frontier, an artificial potential field will attract the drone
towards the field again.
safety border In addition to the boundaries of the flying area, it is also possible to
define some safety limits. These safety limits cause the AirRobot to initiate an
automatic landing, as soon as the limits of the defined zone are exceeded.
5.3.2.2 Pre-demo
The first aerial experiments from project RHEA took place in the field B from Figure
5.24. The main goals of the pre-demo was that all the project partners work together
to integrate all the developed modules and detect errors in the system design, modules
communication protocols, and other development failures. For what the aerial vehicles
concerns, the goals were to ship the cameras on the platforms, test the communications
between the base station and the drones, compute the trajectories to survey the field and
execute the aerial coverage path planning mission. The characteristics of the camera
shipped on the drones and the field size are shown in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11: Input parameters used in the pre-demo.
(a) Digital camera characteristics
Image resolution Sensor dimension Focal length
14.75M (4704×3136 pixels) 15.7×17.5mm 28mm
(b) Field size
Width Length
40m 59m
The pre-demo with the aerial vehicles was performed without identifying any problems.
They fall in communication protocol design lacks and software bugs. The final mosaic
1Security parameters available in AirRobot systems
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was not possible to build due to the lack of overlapping between adjoining pictures
because of a bug in the AMP software (an explanation of the error produced is shown
in Figure 5.25). The overlapping was computed by using a value of 0% although set
for 60%. However, this was rapidly overcome. The bug was identified in the last day
of pre-demo and and the new plan provided after solving the bug was not tested due
to time restrictions.
(a) 0% (b) 60%
Figure 5.25: Trajectories computed with different values of overlapping. The point that
fall outside the field (red line) ensure that the field borders are also mapped.
A scheme showing the aerial pre-demo workspace is depicted in Figure 5.26.a. The
yellow solid line delimited the field to survey. The drones trajectories are also illustrated
- red and blue lines -, one trajectory has five way-points and the other trajectory four.
The outer blue and green lines delimit the aerial security area. Those borders were
defined manually by an operator on the base station. The output trajectories - GPS
profiles over the workspace - from the aerial mission are shown in Figure 5.26.b.
5.3.2.3 Integration
The integration took place 3 months after the pre-demo and the goal was to work out
the problems derived from the previous trials. In the first place solve problems arising
from messaging parsing between different modules, i.e., security alarms, commands
sent, data received. In the second place test the updates made in the AMP since the
pre-demo, i.e., software bugs solved, algorithms and methods improved.
The experiments carried out during the pre-demo took place in the field C from
Figure 5.24. In these experiments a complete survey was done with two drones and a
mosaic obtained from the images acquired over the field. The mission overall parameters
are shown in Table 5.12.
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(a) Workspace setup and computed trajectories (b) Aerial trajectories profiles
Figure 5.26: Pre-demo trial.
Table 5.12: Input parameters used in the integration step.
(a) Digital camera characteristics
Image resolution Sensor dimension Focal length
10M (4224×2376 pixels) 23.5×17.5mm 28mm
(b) Field size
Width Length
90m 190m
The experiments carry out in this phase were setup in the same way as before
in pre-demo. Which means that a border and safety border have also been defined
manually by an operator on the base station before the flights. The mission setup is
illustrated and explained in Figure 5.27.
Moreover, the problem concerning to the overlapping had been solved. The overlapping
was finally set to 60%. With the purpose of not losing image resolution the images were
stored in a SD card from the camera shipped in the quad-rotor. After the flights the
drones landed and an operator picked the photos from the camera SD cards. Those
images were then processed and a high resolution mosaic generated (see Figure 5.28).
After the integration the experiments were analyzed and some conclusion drawn.
Although the mission was carried out without problems a lack in security was found.
The euclidean distance between the robots is sometimes less than 23 meters. The
drones start the mission at the same time and with the same cruise speed. Since the
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Figure 5.27: Aerial mission setup and results in the project integration.
trajectories are adjacent to each other, it might also be possible that the drones fall in
adjacent positions in a grid-based arrangement. The minimum security distance should
be twice the euclidean distance between two adjacent points in the workspace, i.e., one
way-point of break. Thereby, the security could be threated if some wind arise during
the mission. Figure 5.29 show the minimum distance between the drones at each step.
5.3.2.4 Final demo
In the final demo the experimental setup was divide in two fields: one for a trial and
another for the final demo (both are within field A). The field characteristics as well
other parameters, such as camera characteristics and mission requisites are shown in
Tables 5.13
Table 5.13: Input parameters used in the RHEA trial and final demo.
(a) Digital camera characteristics
Image resolution Sensor dimension Focal length
10M (4224×2376 pixels) 23.5×17.5mm 28mm
(b) Field size
Width Length
45m 90m
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Figure 5.28: High resolution mosaic obtained from the mosaicing procedure.
The quad-rotors used in the experiments are AR200 from the German company
AirRobot GmbH. Both quad-rotors have been shipped with a camera.
The aerial survey was computed accordingly with the information provided from
the systems and from the workspace. The borders have been defined 12 meters away
from the field for both fields. The safety borders have been defined with a 15 meters
margin from the trial field and 13 meters margin from the demo field. In the former
field the margin between the border and the safety border was reduced because the
field is closed to a road.
The flight plans computed by the AMP for the trial and demo field are shown in
Figure 5.31. In the trial field the first drone had to fly over 11 way-points, whereas the
second drone had to fly over 12 way-points. In the demo field instead, each drone flew
over 9 way-points. The trajectories have been computed in row-major order because
after several simulations it has been proven that this method provide an additional
security input for back-and-forth motions trajectories.
After computing the trajectories in the base station the next step would be to
send the trajectories to the drones and execute the aerial mission. Unfortunately, the
Spanish Aerial Safety Agency (AESA)1 did not approve the flight permissions in May
2014, Spain as result of the application of a transitory state of the emerging legislation
1http://www.seguridadaerea.gob.es/
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Figure 5.29: Minimum distance between the drones in the flights carry out during the
integration.
in Spain regarding RPAS (remotely piloted aircraft systems).
5.3.3 Search and localization of critical signal sources
The last experiment reported in this section was not carried out with aerial vehicles.
The trials were performed with three UGV 1. Among many different tasks, they could be
used to search for different sort of devices in an area, e.g., flight recorders, anti-personnel
mines. Those set of experiments were in particular carried out to develop a testbed for
search and critical targets detection operations.
The testbed was developed by simulated beacons of ZigBee modules. Each robot
was endowed with one ZigBee module to receive signal coming from others ZigBee
modules acting as a beacon. Then, the robot had to cover an area using different
path planning approaches (i.e. Back-and-forth and Expiral motions, see Section 4.4)
to explore an area and seek for target devices.
One of the motivations of this mission was to see how easily cold be to adapt and
apply a path planning architecture oriented to aerial vehicles to other types of vehicles,
such as the ground vehicles. In this way the mission planner was applied in such a
manner that instead of having a polyline and a set of defined parameter as input, only
a sensor range which defines the distance between the points over the field (i.e. the
1Summit XL platform
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Figure 5.30: Security borders.
way-points sampling distance). This set of experiments provides a way to evaluate the
modularity, reconfigurability and adaptability of the system.
The experiments took place in an open field located in the installations of Centre
for Automation and Robotics (CAR) in Arganda del Rey, Madrid, Spain. The field has
an irregular but relatively flat surface and a low density of obstacles. Figure 5.32 shows
the experimental workspace divided in three sub-areas. The experiments were carried
out with a single robot systems (SRS) and a multi robot system (MRS). In the first
two experiments the overall area (i.e. the sum of the three areas) was covered just by
one robot and in the last two experiments by three robots. Finally, some signal sources
were randomly spread out on the field to be located afterwards by the ground robots.
The goal of the experiments is twofold: To validate the system proposed for searching
and targeting of critical signal sources using the mission planning software employed
in aerial missions, and to analyze the approaches employed for motion planning in
missions of this kind.
The robot trajectories for each motion strategy are depicted in Figure 5.33. At
a first glance analysis it could be notice some inaccuracies in the trajectory of the
robot using the Spiral approach. This behavior is mainly due to the high number of
changes in direction that result from this approach and the bad signal reception from
the satellites in the day of the experiments. In the experiment carried out after with
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.31: Flying plans for final demo: a) trial field eye-view and b) demo field
perspective.
Area Area (m2)
1 333
2 410
3 456
Total 1199
Figure 5.32: Outdoor areas where the experiments took place and respective measures.
the back-and-forward approach the trajectory is visible softer.
In Table 5.14 the results obtained with the motion path planning strategies are
summarized. The indexes measured concerning to the motion planning strategies
employed are the area covered and the number of changes in direction. The first index
gives the percentage of area coverage and allow to quantify how efficient is the strategy
in searching for a target. It is well known that the number of changes in direction (i.e.
turns) are very costly in ground robot navigation. Therefore, this index is used as well
for evaluating the strategies adopted.
The experiments were repeated again in the same workspace, although this time
the area to cover was divided by the number of robots, and each robot survey one of
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(a) Spiral Motions (b) Back-Forth Motions
Figure 5.33: Trajectories and detection of the signal searching using one UGVs.
Table 5.14: Measured variables from the coverage missions with one robot focusing the
motion path planning approaches.
Motion Strategy Area covered Turns
Spiral 98 % 33
Back-Forth 100 % 18
the three sub-areas. The trajectories for each robot and each strategy are depicted in
Figure 5.34.
(a) Spiral Motions (b) Back-Forth Motions
Figure 5.34: Trajectories and detection of the signal searching using three UGVs.
Finally, the results related with the areas covered versus number of changes in
direction effort are shown below in Table 5.15.
The principal consideration to be done is that the mission goals proposed were
reached with the general system architecture proposed. Indeed, the mission was carried
out with both a single and a multi robot system and using both motion planning
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Table 5.15: Measured variables from the coverage missions with three robots focusing
the motion path planning approaches.
(a) Spiral Motions
Robot Area covered Turns
UGV1 - UPM 98 % 9
UGV2 - SENER 98 % 13
UGV3 - ITM 98 % 12
(b) Back-Forth Motions
Robot Area covered Turns
UGV1 - UPM 100 % 13
UGV2 - SENER 100 % 11
UGV3 - ITM 100 % 12
approaches. For additional results from those experiments see Appendix D.
5.4 Further reading
The present chapter sums up a complete survey of experiments carry out outdoor with
different types of quad-rotor and payloads, enhancing different mission aspects, and
providing results for a wide range of applications. Much of the material found in
Section 5.1, Section 5.2, and Section 5.3 was presented in international conferences and
published in international scientific journals. For further reading addressing field tests
with a fleet of aerial vehicles in remote sensing applications refer to Barrientos et al.
and Valente et al. (47, 78) or to Valente et al. using just a single aerial robot for a
similar mission (46). For a novel way to combine ground and aerial sensory information,
please refer to Valente et al. (69).
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6Conclusions
This chapter sums up all the approaches developed in this thesis, as well as the
significant scientific contributions attained from this work. Furthermore, a brief review
of feasible future research regarding this subject is also discussed.
6.1 Summary
This thesis intents to be a step forward in aerial field robotics and more specifically
in Remote Sensing (RS) research with Mini Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (MUAV) for
mapping-based applications.
The first step before path planning in any robotic application is usually to sample
the workspace accordingly with some goal. Therefore, map-based sampling approach
is discussed in first place. The goal of map-based sample algorithm is to provide a set
of 3-dimensional coordinates where the MUAV has to pass by. The problem was then
decomposed and two approaches proposed: Firstly, an approach to compute the MUAV
heading. Secondly, an approach to compute the Cartesian coordinates.
The robot workspace is a set of 3-dimensional coordinates defined as a polyline.
It was found that one feasible method to compute a MUAV headings was to compute
the Smallest Area Enclosed Rectangle (SAER) from the workspace. By applying this
methodology, the area from the resulting mosaic could be optimized, and the angle
computed defined as an optimal flying heading. Moreover, two different SAER methods
were analyzed and conclusions drawn about how reliable they were depending on the
application. The Rotating Calipers (RC) method retrieves always an optimal MBR
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area, although the Longest Edge (LE) method could be also seen as quasi-optimal
approach since the error relative to the RC method was less then half of the cases.
After that, a method based on a simplified camera model was proposed to compute
the Cartesian coordinates. An additional feature was considered in the computational
model to predict information about the surface elevation in each point. By computing
the elevation values for each point in the workspace, the MUAV height accuracy could
be improved at each point and consequently the spatial data acquired more efficiently.
Finally but not least, a post-sampled discretization approach was proposed to apply
each time the aerial mission planner is used with a high-level area decomposing and
assignment approach. This method was found out to be safety-efficient for fleets of
MUAV but was a trade-off between safety and effective area covered.
Once the robot workspace is completely sampled, the next step is to compute the
coverage trajectories from the MUAV or from the fleet. In the first place the Aerial
Coverage Path Planning (ACPP) problem was identified and a complete theoretical
study provided. After that, solutions start to be proposed to address this problem.
A consecutive survey of improved approaches are given. The first attempt to solve
this problem was by using an approach denoted Wavefront Planner with Backtracking
Procedure (WPBP) algorithm that is focus on search-based and heuristic methods. The
second attempts was denoted as HS-ACPP and uses a metaheuristic technique called
Harmony Search (HS) algorithm. The third proposed approach is an algorithm called
ACO-ACPP which was an algorithm base on the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
metaheuristics.
Initially the optimization problem addressed was expected to optimize the number
of turns executed by a MUAV during a trajectory. The trajectories where computed
without having in consideration other MUAV flight plans. This was addressed by the
HS-ACPP and it turned out to be better than the WPBP algorithm. After some
studies, it was realized that the problem would be better addressed if the robots path
length is minimized instead the number of turns. Most of the platforms used so far
to now in RS are quad-rotors (a holonomic-type vehicle). Therefore, the algorithm
addressing this is ACO-ACPP. This algorithm also introduces a novel feature which was
to compute the MUAVs trajectories in series. In this manner the MUAV trajectories
are computed considering other MUAVs trajectories. This mechanism enables the fleet
workload balancing and allows introducing additional restrictions that could improve
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aerial missions with multiple MUAVs, such as the safety distance between elements of
the fleet.
It should be highlighted that all the approaches previously mentioned from workspace
discretization to path planning were designed and proposed to deal with single or
multi robot systems, obstacles or obstacles-free areas, regular or irregular shape fields,
holonomic or non-holonomic aerial robots.
Finally, a complete survey of tools and methods to setup real experiments with
MUAV have been discussed. After that, two case studies on the field have been reported.
The focus of the experiments is Precision Agriculture (PA). In particular tasks where
MUAV are applied as a RS tool.
The first real world demand studied was frost monitoring. In this area different
trials have been carried out adopting different setup methods and tools, different
aerial configurations, i.e., one quad-rotor or multi quad-rotor, and additional sensing
capability provided by a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). The second agricultural
management demand studied was weed management using two hexacopters relying on
some novel features, such as size and payload capacity. Should be highlighted that
these trials result from the European Project RHEA where the applicability of MUAV
for agricultural management was reinforced. The project was successfully concluded
in July of 2014 with a final demo attended by the project technical advisor from the
European Union.
The experience gained from this field experiments with real aerial platform endorses
the theoretical studies and the optimization goals and constraints put forward in this
thesis. Moreover, they have allowed testing the reliability of many of the approaches
proposed in this thesis and have proved their usability in RS missions with MUAV.
Finally, the results provide a via to study approaches that could also be used as a
solution to similar real world problems.
6.2 Scientific Contributions
The scientific contributions stated in this thesis range from theoretic approaches to
practical applications. The following contributions are believed to be original:
1. Pioneering worldwide field experiments with a fleet of MUAVs applied for RS
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2. Identification of a novel problematic regarding to application of MUAV as a RS
tool.
3. Original workspace sampling algorithms.
4. Original aerial coverage path planning (CPP) algorithms.
5. Develop tools and frameworks for field tests.
The outcomes achieved have been presented in national and international conferences,
and published in renowned scientific journals. In resume, 4 journals, 11 peer-review
conferences, 3 book chapters, and 1 book. In Table 6.1 summarizes the contributions
published accordingly with the contributions stated.
Table 6.1: Summary of contributions in conferences and journals.
Contribution Journals Conferences
1 (78) (79, 80)
2 (76) (68, 81, 82)
3 - (44, 45)
4 (83) (69, 70)
5 (46) (67, 84, 85, 86)
6.3 Future Research Lines
The work presented in this thesis is planned to be improved and extended to a wider
range of applications. A robotic platform that provides this ability can acquire biophysical
parameters from environments with difficult access and with hazardous conditions to
robots with more limited navigation ability, such for example a ground robot.
The ACPP approaches are employed in applications where high-resolution maps
must be build. Many applications discussed refer basically to mosaicing, although it
was shown that several sensors could be shipped on the MUAV and other type of
maps build from RS. A MUAV shipped with a temperature sensor can build a heat
map, build a gas-concentration map (87), or even build a 3-dimensions models from
buildings (88). Given this, a prominent future development at short-time is to extend
the methodologies and approaches proposed to 3-dimensions.
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6.3 Future Research Lines
The approaches presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 were developed to address
2-dimensional problems. Depending on the mapping application and workspace it
would be necessary to address the problematics studied with 3d solutions. For instance,
3d polygon offsetting (89), minimum bounding cuboid (90), point-in-polygon in also
achievable from the same algorithm in 2d (91), and rasterization in 3d is also discussed
in (92).
For what the ACPP algorithms concern, can be directly expanded to 3d by having
in consideration an additional dimension in the search space. The only problem that
this is going to suppose is the computational time demanded.
The algorithms will then be implemented for testing using the ARSS (see the sensor
arrangement illustrated in Figure 5.2) previous described in Section 5.1.2.2.
Finally, an open-source library dedicated to ACPP for mapping applications might
also be available soon.
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Appendix A
Inverse Distance Weighted
The general formula ((93)) for predicting an unknown value u at a measured point x
based on measures ui = u(xi) for i = 0, 1, ..., N is:
u(x) =
N∑
i=0
wi(x)ui∑N
j=0wj(x)
,
where
wi(x) =
1
d(x, xi)p
and d is a distance function from the known point xi to the unknown point x.
For example in the Cartesian coordinate system, the euclidean distance is given by
d =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2. Moreover, N is the total number of known points used
in interpolation and p is a positive real number, called the power parameter. If p = 2
is known as the inverse distance squared weighted interpolation.
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Appendix B
Mosaicing procedure with Pano
tools
The correction has been done using the PanoTools (94) and the Hugin’s Batch Processor
algorithm. A equirectangular approach has been chosen, with an Horizontal Field of
View (HFOV) of 67.9 and a Barrel factor of 0.00005. The Table B.1 summarizes the
angles estimated for five continuous photographs. The corrections, adapted according
to (95), prompt a collection of overlapped images (see Figure B.1), that are the starting
point for the third stage.
Table B.1: Correction parameters for quad-rotor’s attitude compensation.
Image Yaw Pitch Roll EV
0 -0.052 -0.002 0.986 13.3
1 72.176 0.04 1.015 13,2
2 33.76 0.035 1.505 13.1
3 35.43 0.119 1.135 13.8
4 34.64 0.008 1.055 13.6
In the same manner, the second stadium implies an adjustment in terms of photometry
(96): The exposure and white balance are adapted in each image in order to generate an
homogeneous composition. The Table B.1 shows in its forth column the Exposure Value
(EV) calculated for five consecutive images. It has been used an EMoR (Empirical
Model of Response) response model.
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B. MOSAICING PROCEDURE WITH PANO TOOLS
Figure B.1: Examples of image superposition in a specific location after the attitude
compensation.
Moreover, the vignetting effect (97) has been treated: Whatever lens are subjected
to the cos4α law, that produces an illumination fall off in the corners of the images.
This effect makes difficult the association process, so it has had to be corrected. The
a∗r2+b∗r4+c∗r6 model has been used, applying the following parameters: a=0.22886,
b=-0.42509 and c=0.37991.
The following stage (3rd) supposes a refinement of the previous joint. It is based
on the visual correlation among the overlapped images and allows the alignment of the
photographs taken by identifying significant points between pairs of images. (98). This
process is a stand-along mosaicing method, satisfactory by its own. Nevertheless, it is
not very advisable neither efficient considering the large collection of images that the
algorithm has to deal with. Furthermore, the low visual disparity (the pictures are
quite similar) makes even more time-consuming the process, as well as uncertain in the
sense of the capacity of providing an univocal solution.
However, the complexity would get exponentially reduced if the the alignment
process is only applied to the images found in a reduced area. In this sense, the
algorithm tries to match only neighboring images, structured in this way according
with the results of the previous steps. Thus, only a local search are required, focusing
on the adjacent borders. The coincidences held a concrete relation between the pair
of images. It enables the algorithm to adjust both the EV and the orientation of the
images, considering from that moment both areas as a homogeneous one.
In this sense, in each iteration the uniformed area increases its size, until the entire
field is considered. Nevertheless, there is also a secondary global post process, that
consider the relation between photographs in a global way. This technique allows to
weight the last pictures as the first ones, avoiding exaggerate distortions. Using this
algorithm speeds up the fine adjustment of the orientation for each image, reducing
also the fail rate.
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The two horizontal examples presented in Figure B.2 illustrate how the control-points
search method works: Based on the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm
(99, 100), the program correlates similar (identical) physical features in order to establish
the relative camera orientations mathematically.
Figure B.2: Examples of pairs of images related by the control points.
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Appendix C
Ground-Air communication
system results
The overall Ground-Air communication system is shown in Figure C.1, and works as
follows: The main component of the air sub-system (shown on the top of Figure C.1)
is the Arduino board that reads the data from the quad-rotor, likewise from the mote.
The data is read from the quad-rotor at a frequency of 2 Hz, and from the mote at a
frequency of 4 Hz. The Arduino is always on stand-by. The reading mode is activated
every time the onboard node senses a reliable sign from a ground WSN distributed
over a parcel (i.e. the signal quality should be greater than a defined threshold). This
data is then dispatched to the base station that is shown in the bottom layer, with
respect to the ground sub-system, and consequently sent by SMS to the farm manager
if the temperatures drop the critical values. It allows a previous reaction (earlier to the
damaging effects, but reactive to some past circumstances). In the base-station, the
biophysical parameters (e.g. temperature, humidity, etc.) are stored with respect to the
way-point that maps the parcel. It should be taken into account that each way-point
corresponds to a parcel, which is indeed covered by a single WSN. The way-point
coordinates are computed with an iterative genetic algorithm (GA) that computes an
optimal hovering position within each parcel. We understand optimal hovering position
as the position where there is more ground nodes covered by the aerial node.
A set of experiments have been carried out in a wine production region at the
northwest of Madrid, Spain with the purpose of demonstrating the effectiveness of
the proposed system. The experiments were limited to three parcels from this critical
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Figure C.1: Ground-Air system communications.
region. The parcels have approximately an area of 0.5 up to 4 hectares. It should be
highlighted that they are separated from each other at a distance of 70 to 100 meters.
To test the reliability of ground communications among the nodes from each mesh
network, a preliminary experiment was carried out. In this experiment, 10 motes were
used, 3 in area A, 4 in area B and 3 in area C (see Figure C.2). This experiment makes
it possible to test if nodes are almost randomly distributed (i.e. keeping a distance not
greater than 30 m between them) in an unstructured terrain and could maintain the
network workload. Table C.1 shows the overall signal quality and packets lost from
each mesh network.
This result plays an important role in the workload analysis, since they give a
quantitative magnitude of the end-to-end signal accuracy, discarded and resent beacons,
and consequently the network lifetime. For a question of simplicity, the parcels have
been configured in such a way that each parcel has a single stable communication
cluster. Since the WSN from each parcel have their nodes spread with different average
dispersions, we can evaluate the distance between nodes that is most favorable, given
the site physical characteristics and the number of motes available. The signal quality
is obtained for each mote through the follow equation,
Quality =
Signal
Noise
× SNR (C.1)
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C. GROUND-AIR COMMUNICATION SYSTEM RESULTS
Figure C.2: The three parcels adopted for the experimental scenario with the
corresponding WSN arrangements.
where Signal, Noise, and SNR (Signal-to-noise ratio) are given in db. Moreover, the
packets lost for each mote are given by,
%PacketsLoss = (1− Signal
Noise
)× 100 (C.2)
Where Psent and Preceived and stand for packages sent and received, respectively.
Therefore the Signal quality and the Packet lost presented in Table C.1 are the average
value for each parcel.
Table C.1: Signal quality and packets lost during the remote sensing mission for each
cluster with different motes dispersions.
Parcels Average dispersion [m] Signal quality [%] Packets lost [%]
A 10 80.3 4.1
B 20 73.2 6
C 30 59.9 6.7
The second set of experiments performed was dedicated to measuring the signal
acquired on flight with the dynamic node carried by the quad-rotor. The vehicle flew
over the aforementioned parcels with the previous average dispersions. In each parcel
the dynamic node received beacons from the ground cluster at three different heights, as
shown in Table C.2. Therefore, the reliability of communication at different heights and
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the area for the number of nodes to cover (i.e. where there is a reliable communication
link) by the dynamic node has been analyzed.
Table C.2: Signal quality and packets lost during the remote sensing mission for each
cluster over different flying heights.
Parcels Flight height [m] Signal quality [%] Packets lost [%] Nodes covered [%]
A 10 95.2 0.8 100
A 20 93.9 1.7 100
A 30 84 1.1 100
B 10 93.8 1.2 100
B 20 90.2 1.3 100
B 30 83.7 1.4 91 (10/11)
C 10 95 0.9 100
C 20 91 1 100
C 30 87.4 3 100
The results from Table C.1 and Table C.2 illustrate how WSN links are considerably
improved with the presence of an elevated node. It confirms initial suppositions about
worse ground performance due to the natural unstructured conditions of the crop. In
general terms, it improves the average signal quality in 19%. The SNR has been also
computed for each node, likewise the average SNR for each WSN within each parcel.
In Figure C.3 the average SNR values over a given time are shown on the left
column, and the mean values during that period can be observed on the right column.
The analysis of those plots have shown that SNR mean values are higher when using
Ground-Air WSN link compared to using the Ground WSN, making the presence of
the relay elevated node advisable.
(a) Parcel A (b) Parcel B (c) Parcel C
Figure C.3: Average SNR obtained for the WSNs from each parcel.
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Table C.3 shows values from the aerial robot (i.e. dynamic node) acquired during
the survey over the parcels. The way-points are optimal points where the aerial robot
passes over and they have to be set up previously to define the mission. Furthermore,
the update time represents the time that the aircraft needs to stay above ground in
order to obtain the signal from the target cluster. It should also be reported that the
quality of the signal and the count of lost packets refer to the communications between
the dynamic node and the emitter ground node.
Table C.3: Values from the aerial robot (i.e. dynamic node) survey mission.
Parcels Update Time Battery Quad-rotor speed Signal quality Packets lost
A 71 s 12.51 V 5 m/s 92.3 % 2 %
B 83 s 12.37 V 5 m/s 89.7 % 3 %
C 76 s 12.02 V 5 m/s 96 % 1 %
A unique 2100 mAh battery was used for drone electronics, motors, mote and
communications. During the experiments, the drone was able to fly with this battery
along 5000 meters at a 5 m/s maximum velocity. This value substantially depends on
the number of waypoints and the hovering time required to obtain all the data as well
as the wind conditions. Each time the wind speed increased, the aerial vehicle was
displaced from the desired aerial trajectory, forcing the vehicle to constantly rectify
this route, which has consumed more time and efforts from the system.
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Appendix D
Signal sources search and
targeting results with two
different coverage strategies
The results obtained from signal sources search and targeting mission with Back-Forth
and Spiral motions are shown in Table D.1.
Table D.1: Resume from the trials with one robot focusing on the signal source detection.
The metrics measured are: Motion Strategy (MS), Total Time (TT), Total Distance (TD),
Time First Detection (TFD), Time all detections (TAD).
MS TT TD TD TAD
Spiral 24’36” 641,62 m 2’14” 22’24”
Back-Forth 26’04” 612,54 m 6’10” 21’14”
The signal sources where positioned within the workspace in the same place that
in previous experiment. This ensures the experimental setup replication and allows
evaluating the approaches according with it. Table D.2 sums up the results obtained
focusing on the search and targeting mission.
After carry out the experiments it was found out that four beacons spread over an
area of approximately 1000m2 could be found in less than 30m employing a SRS and
less than 11m using a MRS.
Should be highlighted that the time mentioned also considers mission assessment,
e.g. base station set-up and communications, robots set-up.
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D. SIGNAL SOURCES SEARCH AND TARGETING RESULTS WITH
TWO DIFFERENT COVERAGE STRATEGIES
Table D.2: Resume from the trials with three robot focusing on the signal source
detection. The metrics measured are: Total Time (TT), Total Distance (TD), Time First
Detection (TFD), Time all detections (TAD).
(a) Spiral Motions
Robot TT TD TFD TAD
UGV1 - UPM 8’40”F 214,70 m 2’31” 2’31”
UGV2 - SENER 8’30” 222,71 m 6’06” 6’55”
UGV3 - ITM 5’47” 122,67 m 4’51” 4’51”
Total 8’40” 560.08 m 2’31” 6’55”
F Maximum time
(b) Back-Forth Motions
Robot TT TD TFD TAD
UGV1 - UPM 10’6”F 268,38 m 3’36” 9’42”
UGV2 - SENER 8’18” 237,14 m 5’32” 5’32”
UGV3 - ITM 7’51” 215,11 m 5’54” 5’54
Total 10’6” 742.66 m 3’36” 9’42
F Maximum time
Finally, more experiments - with different fields and random position of the beacons
- have to be carried to evaluate with more detail: the coverage strategies versus the
number of detections found and the detections elapse time; the coverage strategies
versus the characteristics of the workspace and the number of robots employed.
Anyway, .
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